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ABSTRACT
FACTORS AFFECTING TRANSMISSION MODE EVOLUTION IN SYMBIOSES
Alexandra Brown
Erol Akc¸ay
Symbiosis, where organisms of different species live closely together, is ubiquitous
in our world. It is thought that all multicellular organisms engage in symbiosis, in
relationships where the symbiont’s effect on the host ranges from beneficial (mutual-
ism) to neutral (commensalism) to harmful (parasitism), and can even switch between
mutualism and parasitism, depending on environmental conditions (conditional mu-
tualism). Symbiosis can also have a large, though generally beneficial, impact on the
symbiont’s fitness, and can further affect third parties who interact with the host or
symbiont. The manner in which symbionts are transmitted between hosts can affect
not only the distribution of symbionts (and hosts) but also selection on the costs and
benefits of the interaction. For example, symbionts are that are transmitted from
parent to offspring (vertical transmission) are predicted to evolve to benefit their
hosts, while symbionts that are transmittted between unrelated individuals (horizon-
tal transmission) are predicted to evolve intermediate virulence that maximizes their
ability to infect new hosts. Understanding transmission evolution is thus important
to predicting the ultimate fate of symbioses. I investigate three aspects of transmis-
sion evolution. First, since transmission evolution is known to depend on whether it
is under host or symbiont control, I used phylogenetic methods to estimate control of
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transmission in the symbiosis between cool-season grasses (subfamily Pooideae) and
their fungal endophytes (genus Epichloe¨). I found a signal of joint control of trans-
mission, suggesting that the interaction of host and symbiont traits may determine
the transmission mode. Second, while a great deal of theory exists about transmission
evolution under different types of control in parasitic and mutualistic symbioses, less
is known about transmission evolution in conditional mutualisms. These symbioses
pose a problem for hosts, who benefit from acquiring the symbiont only in environ-
ments where it is beneficial. I modeled transmission evolution in a context-dependent
interaction where symbiont quality varied in space and found that the aspect of host
fitness the symbiont affects determines host transmission evolution. When the sym-
biont affects lifespan, but not fecundity, hosts are able to use horizontal transmission
to contain the symbiont to the location where it is beneficial. Because environments
can vary in time as well as space, I lastly modeled transmission evolution in a con-
ditional mutualism in a spatially and temporally variable environment. In this case,
I found that environmental synchronicity could allow hosts to evolve vertical trans-
mission at high newborn host dispersal rates, where ordinarily parent and offspring
environments would be too uncorrelated to allow for vertical transmission as a method
of symbiont containment. I also found an emergent trade-off in hosts between hor-
izontal and vertical transmission, suggesting that physiological constraints are not
required to produce apparent constrains on the total amount of transmission.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
No plant or animal is an island. All multicellular organisms and some unicellular or-
ganisms go through life accompanied by symbionts, organisms of another species that
live closely with their host. While symbiosis is generally beneficial for the symbiont,
hosts’ experiences can range from beneficial (mutualism) to neutral (commensalism)
and harmful (parasitism). For example, sulfur-oxidizing bacterial symbionts of the
deep-sea tubeworm Riftia pachyptila provide their host with the nutrients it needs
to survive (Bright et al., 2010). On the other hand, the bacterium Pasteuria ramosa
parasitizes its host Daphnia magna, sterilizing and eventually killing its host (Ebert
et al., 1996). Most peculiar are those symbioses that are neither purely parasitic nor
purely mutualistic but whose effects instead depend on the environmental conditions
(Bronstein, 1994). For example, the grass Festuca subverticillata has a fungal sym-
biont of the genus Epichloe¨, which grows inside its leaves and was found to protect
the grass from herbivory by three insect species but actually increased herbivory by
two other species (Afkhami and Rudgers, 2009). Whether F. subverticillata benefits
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or is harmed by association with the fungus depends on the species of insects present
in its environment. Context-dependent symbioses like this, also known as conditional
mutualisms, pose a dilemma for hosts, who benefit from being infected under envi-
ronmental conditions where the symbiont is mutualistic, but are harmed by infection
under other conditions.
Compared to purely mutualistic and purely parasitic symbioses, much less is
known about the expected behavior and evolution of hosts and symbionts in context-
dependent symbioses. Despite this, many context-dependent interactions have been
discovered, and many interactions found to be previously harmful or beneficial in one
context have been discovered to behave differently in other contexts. A meta-analysis
of general context-dependence found that over half of mutualistic interactions studied
in multiple contexts became parasitic or commensalistic in some contexts (Chamber-
lain et al., 2014). As environmental variation is predicted to increase with climate
change, understanding how conditional mutualisms respond to changing environmen-
tal context is likely to become even more necessary.
One aspect of symbioses that is known to have an impact on their evolution
and spread is the transmission mode, which is the manner in which symbionts are
transmitted between hosts. In general, symbionts that are transmitted from a parent
to its offspring (known as vertical transmission) are predicted to evolve to benefit their
host. On the other hand, symbionts transmitted between unrelated hosts (horizontal
transmission) are predicted to exploit their hosts, in the absence of other feedbacks.
However, the type of transmission employed in a symbiosis is not static, but is itself
a trait that evolves. Whether transmission is a trait of the host or symbiont or
2
determined by the traits of both depends on the symbiosis. Both when transmission
is a host trait and when it is a symbiont trait, the direction of transmission evolution
in non-context-dependent symbioses is predicted to at least sometimes depend on the
costs and benefits of symbiosis. Predicting the direction of transmission evolution in
context-dependent symbioses is thus complicated, since the costs and benefits of the
interaction vary, as well as the incentives for hosts to remain infected. Understanding
transmission evolution in context-dependent interactions would give insight into their
spread and into possible selective forces on the costs and benefits of the interactions.
To predict transmission evolution, it is first necessary to know whether transmis-
sion is a host or symbiont trait. Models of non-context-dependent symbioses suggest
that the direction of transmission can change depending on which partner “controls”
transmission evolution. We therefore investigated a statistical approach to estimate
control of transmission in existing symbioses. I used phylogenetic analysis to estimate
whether transmission in a group of grass-fungus symbioses is a host or symbiont trait.
I chose this symbiosis because of the wealth of phylogenetic and transmission data
available for it. I detected some signal of joint host-symbiont control of transmis-
sion. Unfortunately, tests of simulated data had difficulty recovering simulated types
of control and had particular difficulty with simulated joint control. Because joint
control appeared as a signal in all analyses of the real data, there is some evidence for
it, but the simulation results suggest that more data is needed to confirm the effect.
I next investigated transmission evolution in a context-dependent symbiosis where
the environment varied in space. I used mathematical models and simulations to
investigate transmission evolution in hosts and symbionts in an interaction where
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symbiont effects on the host varied in space. In particular, I modeled a symbiosis
where the symbiont was beneficial in one location and harmful in another and varied
the rate of newborn host dispersal between the two locations. This is likely similar
to existing symbioses, such that between the fungal endophyte Epichloe¨ amarillans
and its grass host Agrostis hyemalis, where the endophyte increases host fecundity
in dry conditions but decreases host biomass when microbes are present in the soil
(Davitt et al., 2011) or the symbiosis between aphids and their bacterial symbiont
Hamiltonella defensa, where the symbiosis changes from mutualistic in the presence
of parasitoid wasps to parasitic in areas where wasps are absent but ladybugs are
present (Oliver et al., 2003; Polin et al., 2014). When transmission was modeled as
a symbiont trait, symbionts always evolved complete vertical and at least some hori-
zontal transmission, which enabled them to infect as many hosts as possible. When
transmission was a host trait, hosts were sometimes able to evolve a transmission
mode that contained the symbiont to locations where it was beneficial. When the
symbiont affected host lifespan, hosts evolved horizontal transmission to contain it.
When the symbiont affected reproduction, hosts could not evolve horizontal trans-
mission, but they were able to contain the symbiont using vertical transmission as
long as newborn hosts were likely to remain in the same location as their parent.
Because environments are likely to vary in space as well as in time, I next used
simulations to study transmission evolution in hosts when there was temporal as well
as spatial variation in symbiont effects on the host. The effects of transmission were
somewhat similar to the the purely spatial case when different locations experienced
different environments any given point in time. Again, when the symbiont affected
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host fecundity, hosts could only contain the symbiont to locations where it was benefi-
cial when newborn dispersal from the natal patch was rare. In this case, containment
again relied heavily on vertical transmission. However, unlikely the purely spatial
case, pure vertical transmission rarely evolved. Instead, the maximum containment
was generally achieved with a small amount of horizontal transmission and slightly
less than complete vertical transmission. This was likely to allow faster changes in the
fraction of infected hosts in response to environmental changes. This use of mixed-
mode transmission (i.e. vertical and horizontal transmission) also appeared when the
symbiont affected host lifespan. In this case, a band of transmission probabilities
with some horizontal and some vertical transmission produced the highest contain-
ment. As dispersal increased, only combinations of high horizontal and low vertical
transmission could produce symbiont containment. However, when environmental
changes were synchronized in space, hosts were able to use high vertical transmis-
sion to achieve symbiont containment regardless of whether symbionts affected host
lifespan or reproduction.
This research provides predictions for the evolution of transmission and the spatial
distribution of symbionts in previously unstudied scenarios, increasing our ability to
predict the fate of these important interactions.
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Chapter 2
Estimating control of transmission
through phylogenetic effects
2.1 Abstract
How symbionts are transmitted between hosts is key to determining whether sym-
bioses evolve to be harmful or beneficial. Vertical transmission favors mutualistic
symbionts, and horizontal transmission more virulent ones. Transmission mode evo-
lution itself depends on whether the host or symbiont can respond to selection on
transmission mode. When hosts control the transmission mode, vertical transmission
should evolve under more restrictive circumstances than when symbionts are in con-
trol. We take a phylogenetic approach to determine whether the host, symbiont, or
both control transmission mode using the pooid grass-epichloid endophyte symbiosis
as a model system. We find a signal of joint control of transmission mode by the host
and symbiont. Our results suggests that gathering more data on transmission mode of
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related symbioses may provide a way to estimate control of transmission. This study
is the first to investigate control of transmission mode evolution in a phylogenetic
context.
2.2 Introduction
Symbiotic relationships are ubiquitous and can have large impacts on the fitness of
the host, symbiont, and third parties that interact with the symbiotic pair (Clay and
Holah, 1999; Kula et al., 2005). The manner in which symbionts are transmitted
between hosts can affect the evolution of the benefits and costs symbionts provide to
their hosts. For instance, vertical transmission favors the evolution of mutualists, and
horizontal transmission parasites (Alizon et al., 2009; Ewald, 1987) (in the absence
of feedbacks selecting for mutualism (Akc¸ay, 2015; Shapiro and Turner, 2014) or
parasitism (Werren et al., 2008)). On the other hand, transmission mode itself is an
evolving joint trait whose dynamics depend on whether it is controlled by hosts or
symbionts (Yamamura, 1993). We define “control” as the ability of hosts or symbionts
(or both) to respond to selection on transmission mode. The control of transmission
mode may determine the direction of its evolution. For example, in the case of
parasitism, symbiont control may favor increased vertical transmission when host
control does not (Yamamura, 1993). Despite its importance, there has been little
work exploring the patterns of transmission mode evolution over the evolutionary
history of extant symbioses.
One of the difficulties in inferring control is that transmission mode is by definition
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a joint trait, belonging to the interacting pair of species. Here, we propose that one
can use estimates of phylogenetic effects on joint traits of interacting species (found
using the recently developed methods of Rafferty and Ives (2013) and Hadfield et al.
(2014)) to infer control of the transmission mode. The phylogenetic effect (i.e., the
amount of variation explained by host, symbiont, or joint phylogenies) is indicative of
which party’s phylogenetically inherited traits determine transmission mode, which is
a proxy for control of the joint trait. For example, if symbionts control transmission
mode, then we expect related symbionts to have similar transmission modes, because
they are more likely to share traits that affect transmission mode. In that case, a
relatively high proportion of the variation in transmission mode would be explained
by the symbiont phylogeny, i.e., we would see a symbiont phylogenetic effect on
transmission mode.
We apply this idea to the symbiosis between cool-season grasses (subfamily
Pooideae) and their fungal endophytes of the genus Epichloe¨. Some mutualistic
epichloae produce compounds toxic to herbivores, with ecological and economic im-
plications (Schardl, 2010). Furthermore, this symbiosis is ideal for analysis because it
exhibits great variation in transmission mode and has a wealth of phylogenetic data
available (Schardl, 2010; Tadych et al., 2014). Previous work on this symbiosis has
proposed all of host, coevolutionary, or symbiont control of transmission mode. Host
control is suggested by the fact that vertical transmission rates of asexual Epichloe¨
are higher than their generally more parasitic sexual relatives (Rudgers et al., 2009).
However, most Epichloe¨ species are horizontally transmitted only on a related subset
of their hosts, which suggests that host-symbiont coevolution is necessary for horizon-
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tal transmission to evolve, implying joint control (Schardl, 2010). Further, symbiont
genotype has been found to correlate with transmission mode in the Brachypodium
sylvaticum-Epichloe¨ sylvatica symbiosis, suggesting symbiont control of transmission
(Meijer and Leuchtmann, 2001). A phylogenetic approach that considers multiple
types of control for many species at once may provide further insight into transmis-
sion control.
Our analyses find a signal of joint control, with variation in transmission mode
appearing to be correlated either with an interaction between host phylogeny and
symbiont phylogeny or with an interaction between host phylogeny and symbiont
identity. However, analyses of simulated data have some difficulty detecting coevo-
lutionary interactions, and in some analyses, detect more complex joint interactions
where they were not simulated. Thus, while our results point to joint control of trans-
mission, our simulations suggest that more data is needed to confirm this effect. In
this paper, we show that this phylogenetic approach may give new insights into the
question of control that can complement experimental approaches. We call for more
comparative data on transmission mode to understand transmission and virulence
evolution in symbioses of interest.
2.3 Methods
We collected transmission mode data from published papers (search methods in Ap-
pendix 2.6.1) and phylogenetic data by combining published phylogenies into su-
pertrees with Clann (Creevey and McInerney, 2005) (Appendix 2.6.2). We analyzed
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patterns of transmission mode evolution in 34 host species and 29 symbiont species
(Figure 2.2).
To determine whether hosts, symbionts, or both were able to respond to selection
on transmission mode, we looked for evidence that each of the following factors had
influenced transmission mode evolution: host phylogeny (whose phylogenetic effect
we refer to as the host effect), symbiont phylogeny (symbiont effect), host-symbiont
coevolution (coevolutionary effect), the interaction of host evolution and symbiont
identity (symbiont-specific host effect), and the interaction of symbiont evolution and
host identity (host-specific symbiont effect). As each phylogenetic effect induces a
different correlation between host-symbiont pairs (Hadfield et al., 2014; Rafferty and
Ives, 2013), we inferred an influence on transmission mode evolution if the correlation
induced by each phylogenetic effect explained some of the variation in transmission
mode. For example, the presence of a host effect indicates most variation in trans-
mission mode is explained by related hosts having similar probabilities of exhibiting
a given transmission mode (Figure 2.1a). This suggests genetic variation in hosts
largely determines transmission mode, indicating host control of transmission. The
evidence for and interpretation of all phylogenetic effects is given in Table 2.1, with
examples in Figure 2.1. Because estimating five effects might lead to overfitting, we
also estimated control assuming only three phylogenetic effects could potentially be
present: a host effect, symbiont effect, and a coevolutionary effect.
To detect phylogenetic effects, we used Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017) via the RStan
package (Stan Development Team, 2018) in R (R Core Team, 2015), We used Markov
chain Monte Carlo methods to estimate the amount of variance in transmission mode
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explained by each phylogenetic effect. We modeled transmission mode as a multino-
mial random variable with the probability of each transmission mode determined by a
latent variable whose covariance with other host-symbiont pairs was used to estimated
phylogenetic effect strengths. To get the host and symbiont phylogenetic covariances,
which determine the structure of the phylogenetic effects, we used the R package
APE (Paradis et al., 2004). We chose this model because it allowed horizontally-
transmitted symbionts to transition directly to vertical transmission, as may happen
for hybrid symbionts which lose the ability to transmit horizontally via sexual repro-
duction (Tadych et al., 2014).
To validate our method, we analyzed simulated transmission mode data. We used
the R package MASS (Venables et al., 2002) to draw latent transmission probabilities
from a multivariate normal distribution with a mean that produced approximately
the observed frequencies of each transmission mode and a covariance matrix that was
the sum of one of the phylogenetic effects and a random effect. We used the latent
variables to randomly choose a transmission mode for each host-symbiont pair. We
simulated data this way 100 times and chose for analysis the two simulated data sets
with the proportion of host-symbiont pairs exhibiting no transmission closest to the
observed data.
2.4 Results
We detected a symbiont-specific host effect in our data set. The median of the
posterior distribution of its intraclass correlation (ICC) was 0.40 (40% of the total
11
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Figure 2.1: Example correlations induced by phylogenetic effects. Colored squares
represent the transmission mode exhibited by host-symbiont pairs. H refers to hori-
zontal transmission, M to mixed-mode, and V to vertical. Blank squares indicate the
pair does not form a symbiosis. Host and symbiont phylogenies are shown on the left
and top, respectively.
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M M Poa nemoralis
M Hystrix patula
H Poa trivialis
M M Poa secunda ssp. juncifolia
V M Elymus canadensis
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V Achnatherum pekinense
M Brachyelytrum erectum
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Figure 2.2: Phylogenetic and transmission mode data. Rows represent host species,
columns symbiont species. Squares represent the transmission mode exhibited by a
host-symbiont pair, as in Figure 2.1.
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Phylogenetic
effect
Type of
control
Evidence for Phylogenetic Effect
Host effect Host Related hosts have similar transmission modes (Fig
2.1a)
Symbiont
effect
Symbiont Related symbionts have similar transmission modes
(Fig 2.1b)
Coevolutionary
effect
Joint Host-symbiont pairs have similar transmission
modes if both host and symbiont related (Fig 2.1c)
Symbiont-
specific
host effect
Joint Related hosts have similar transmission modes, but
transmission mode they employ depends on sym-
biont identity (but not symbiont relatedness) (Fig
2.1d)
Host-specific
symbiont effect
Joint Related symbionts have similar transmission
modes, but transmission mode they employ de-
pends on host identity (but not host relatedness)
(Fig 2.1e)
Table 2.1: Summary of Phylogenetic Effects
variance in transmission mode explained), with a 95% credible interval of 16% to
65%. The host, symbiont, coevolutionary, and host-specific symbiont effects each had
credible intervals that included 0, suggesting they explain very little of the variance
in transmission mode. The median of the posterior distribution was 1% for the host,
symbiont, and coevolutionary effects and 3% for the host-specific symbiont effect.
The multivariate potential scale reduction factor (Brooks and Gelman, 1998) was
1.72. While effective sample sizes for the host, symbiont, and coevolutionary effects
were large (> 400), effective sample sizes for the other effects were small (symbiont-
specific host effect: 10, host-specific symbiont effect: 8), as were those for the base
probabilities of each transmission mode (between 14 and 45).
When we allowed only host, symbiont and coevolutionary effects to be present,
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we detected small symbiont and coevolutionary effects (median ICCs 5% and 7%,
respectively, with both credible intervals including 0; see Table S9). In this case, the
multivariate potential scale reduction factor was 2.02. The effective sample size was
> 150 for the host effect and the base probabilities of each transmission mode, but
was much smaller for the symbiont and coevolutionary effects (effective sample sizes
of 43 and 12, respectively).
When we analyzed simulated transmission data, we had some difficulty detecting
phylogenetic effects at all. When we assumed all phylogenetic effect could be present,
we found a posterior median ICC above 5% for the effect we simulated (and no
other effects) in 5 out of 10 simulations (2/2 simulated host effects and 1/2 simulated
symbiont, coevolutionary, and symbiont-specific host effects). In two simulations we
detected an effect we did not simulate instead of the one we simulated (a coevolu-
tionary effect when we simulated a symbiont effect and a host-specific symbiont effect
when we simulated a coevolutionary effect). However, in all cases but one simulated
host effect, the 95% credible intervals included 0 for all effects. Furthermore, we never
detected a symbiont-specific host effect in any simulated data set.
When we assumed only a host, symbiont, or coevolutionary effect could be present,
we found a posterior median ICC above 5% for the effect we simulated (and no
other effects) for 1/2 simulated host effects and 1/2 simulated symbiont effects. We
never detected a coevolutionary effect, and for the simulated coevolutionary effects
we detected a host effect instead in 2/2 simulations. The 95% credible interval for
all effects included 0, except for one simulated coevolutionary effect, where the host
effect we detected had the credible interval (0.09, 0.53).
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Intraclass 95% Credible
Phylogenetic Effect Correlation Interval
Host Effect 0.01 (0.00, 0.07)
Symbiont Effect 0.01 (0.00, 0.08)
Coevolutionary Interaction 0.01 (0.00, 0.12)
Symbiont-Specific Host Effect 0.40 (0.16, 0.65)
Host-Specific Symbiont Effect 0.03 (0.00, 0.27)
Table 2.2: Estimated Phylogenetic Effects
2.5 Discussion
We find a signal of joint host and symbiont control of transmission mode. Our anal-
ysis suggests transmission is determined either through an interaction between host
phylogeny and symbiont identity or through host-symbiont coevolution, depending
on the types of transmission control assumed to be possible. The former mechanism
would suggest that host traits interact with non-genetic or other phylogenetically
non-conserved symbiont traits to determine transmission mode, while the latter would
suggest that phylogenetically conserved host and symbiont traits interact to deter-
mine transmission. Unfortunately, analysis of simulated data suggests that detection
of control is difficult with the amount of data we have and may produce both false
positives and false negatives.
One ray of hope is that, under the models we used to detect each effect in the
data, we did not falsely detect that effect in the simulated data. We never falsely
detected a symbiont-specific host effect under the five-effect model, and we never
falsely detected a coevolutionary effect under the three-effect model. Unfortunately,
we never detected these simulated effects at all under the models that found them in
the real data. This is somewhat puzzling and suggests that while our method provides
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some evidence of joint control, more data is needed to determine control conclusively.
Studies of specific grass-endophyte symbioses do provide independent support for
joint control. Within-species genetic variation in horizontal transmission rate has
been found in symbionts in the Pooideae-Epichloe¨ interaction (Meijer and Leucht-
mann, 2001) and in both partners in the closely related Danthonia spicata-Balansia
hypoxylon symbiosis (Kover and Clay, 1998). Furthermore, vertical transmission rate
is phylogenetically conserved in some pooid grasses (Naffaa et al., 1999) and epichloid
endophytes (Bucheli and Leuchtmann, 1996). Mechanistically, it is possible that
the joint control of transmission mode is mediated by the relative growth rates of
the host inflorescence and endophytes: horizontally-transmitted endophytes outpace
vertically-transmitted on certain sugars (White et al., 1991), while fast-growing host
inflorescences can prevent symbionts from transmitting horizontally (Kirby, 1961).
Two factors may have affected our phylogenetic estimates. First, some transmis-
sion data may be missing or inaccurate, as new interactions are still being discov-
ered (Wiewio´ra et al., 2015). Phylogenetic patterns in such missing interaction could
change our estimates. Second, combining phylogenies from multiple sources may have
affected our estimates of the covariance structures induced by the phylogenetic effects.
This is particularly true for hybrid symbionts (e.g. Epichloe¨ melicicola, which likely
arose from the hybridization of the ancestors of Epichloe¨ aotearoae and Epichloe¨ fes-
tucae). We were only able to include hybrids when their relationship to one ancestor
was missing.
One caveat in interpreting the phylogenetic effects is that they might not map
directly onto direct proximate control of the joint phenotype. Suppose transmission
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mode is proximately under host control but evolves in response to benefits provided
by the symbiont. Joint control combined with high host plasticity in transmitting
different symbionts may leave only symbiont phylogenetic signal detectable. There-
fore, experimental work is still needed to determine proximate control. Nonetheless,
quantitative phylogenetic analyses provide useful insight into how joint traits evolve.
Our results provide some support for the hypothesis that transmission mode in
the Pooideae-Epichloe¨ symbiosis is evolving over phylogenetic time-scales under the
control of both partners. However, more data is needed to provide conclusive evidence.
Our results suggest that gathering additional transmission mode data or methods that
allow for the incorporation of the phylogenetic covariances of hybrid species would
allow phylogenetic analyses to reach their full potential in addressing questions of
control in the evolutionary history of species interactions.
2.6 Chapter appendix
2.6.1 Transmission mode data
We collected transmission mode data from published studies. We searched Web of Sci-
ence using the following search terms: (neotyphodium OR epichloe) AND (‘transmis-
sion mode’ OR ‘horizontal transmission’ OR ‘vertical transmission’ OR ‘mixed-mode
transmission’ OR ‘mixed mode transmission’ OR ‘pleiotropic symbiosis’). (Asexual
species in Epichloe¨ were formerly in the genus Neotyphodium). This returned 65 pa-
pers. After discarding 18 papers whose abstracts indicated that they were unlikely
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to contain transmission mode data, we gathered transmission mode data from the
remaining papers. We obtained transmission mode data from 32 papers (references
Afkhami and Rudgers, 2008; Brem and Leuchtmann, 2002; Card et al., 2014; Chen
et al., 2015; Chung and Schardl, 1997; Craven et al., 2001; Davitt et al., 2011; Gibert
and Hazard, 2013; Groppe et al., 2001; Gundel, Garibaldi, Tognetti, Arago´n, Ghersa
and Omacini, 2009; Gundel, Mart´ınez-Ghersa, Garibaldi and Ghersa, 2009; Gundel
et al., 2012; Gundel, Rudgers and Ghersa, 2011; Gundel, Garibaldi, Mart´ınez-Ghersa
and Ghersa, 2011; Ju, 2011; Leuchtmann et al., 2014; Leyronas and Raynal, 2008;
Li et al., 2015; Meijer and Leuchtmann, 1999, 2001; Noh and Ju, 2012; Oberhofer
and Leuchtmann, 2014; Rudgers et al., 2009; Schardl, 1996, 2001, 2010; Schardl and
Leuchtmann, 1999; Schardl et al., 2012; Song and Nan, 2015; Tadych et al., 2014;
Tintjer et al., 2008; Wiewio´ra et al., 2015). 15 additional papers did not have any
transmission mode data.
We recorded transmission mode as horizontal transmission, vertical transmission,
mixed-mode transmission, or no transmission for each pair of host and symbiont
species. A species pair was recorded as employing horizontal transmission if this was
the only transmission mode reported for the pair. Similarly, vertical transmission was
recorded when this was the only reported transmission mode for the species pair. A
species pair was recorded as exhibiting mixed-mode transmission if it was reported to
show both vertical and horizontal transmission. If no transmission data was available
for a species pair, we recorded the pair as not forming a symbiosis.
Because horizontal transmission occurs via the dispersal of ascospores (although
recent evidence suggests sexual reproduction is not always necessary for horizontal
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Table 2.3: TreeBASE search terms
Search terms
Host phylogenies “Pooideae”; “Achnatherum”; “Agrostis”; “Ammophia”;
“Anthoxanthum”; “Avena”; “Brachyelytrum”; “Brachy-
podium”; “Bromus”; “Calamagrostis”; “Cinna”;
“Dactylis”; “Echinopogon”; “Elymus”; “Festuca”; “Glyc-
eria”; “Holcus”; “Hordelymus”; “Hordeum”; “Hystrix”;
“Koeleria”; “Leymus”; “Lolium”; “Melica”; “Milium”;
“Phleum”; “Poa ” [a space was appended to prevent
return of results related only to Poacea]; “Puccinellia”;
“Roegneria”; “Sphenopholis”
Symbiont phylogenies “Epichloe”; “Epichlo*”; “Neotyphodium”
transmission (Li et al., 2015; Tadych et al., 2012; Wiewio´ra et al., 2015)), a report
that a symbiont was capable of reproducing sexually on a host was considered to be
evidence of horizontal transmission.
2.6.2 Phylogenetic data
We gathered phylogenetic data from TreeBASE. We used the “All text” search option
and searched for the genera of the host and symbiont species in the transmission mode
data set. The search terms we used are given in Table 2.3. Because asexual Epichloe¨
were previously members of the genus Neotyphodium, we also used Neotyphodium as
a search term. Furthermore, we appended a space when searching for members of the
genus Poa to reduce irrelevant results.
We used the R package APE (Paradis et al., 2004) to remove species not present
in the transmission mode data set from the trees. We deleted any trees with fewer
than two species in the transmission mode data set. Because the host tree search
results contained some endophyte phylogenies, we deleted any host search results
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that contained endophyte species. The host and symbiont phylogenies we used in the
analysis are given in Tables 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.
Some phylogenies had multiple tips corresponding to the same species. We used
Dendroscope’s “MUL to Network, Cluster-based” algorithm (Huson and Scornavacca,
2012) to merge those species that were present twice or more in a single tree. The
algorithm indicated a hybrid origin for some symbiont species. These were deleted
from the trees in which they appeared to be hybrids, because we were unable to
use phylogenetic networks for further analysis. To maintain as much phylogenetic
information as possible, we did not delete these species from trees in which the the
algorithm did not indicate a hybrid origin.
We used Clann (Creevey and McInerney, 2005) to find a set of equally probable
host and symbiont supertreees from the trees produced merging identical tips and
removing hybrids. We used the “Sub-tree Pruning and Regrafting” search algorithm,
the “Most Similar Supertree” criterion, with the maximum number of steps as 3, the
maximum number of swaps as 1,000,000, and 10 repetitions of the search. We used
the comparisons weighting scheme and started from a neighbor-joining tree found
from the average consensus distances. Missing data were estimated using the 4 point
condition distances.
We combined the equally probable supertrees into a single majority consensus
tree with Dendroscope’s “MUL to Network, Cluster-based” algorithm. We used these
majority consensus supertrees for the main phylogenetic effects analysis.
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Table 2.4: Host phylogenetic trees
StudyID TreeID Reference
S10359 Tr7298, Tr7299, Tr7300,
Tr7301, Tr7302, Tr7303,
Tr7304
(Cialdella et al., 2010)
S1146 Tr1766, Tr1767, Tr1768 (Helfgott and Mason-Gamer,
2004)
S1304 Tr2052 (Gillespie and Soreng, 2005)
S133 Tr434 (Soreng, 1990)
S16524 Tr78544, Tr79376 (Sclovich et al., 2014)
S179 Tr4245 (Pillay and Hilu, 1995)
S187 Tr4265 (Soreng et al., 1990)
S2024 Tr5125 (Schardl et al., 2008)
S205 Tr4306, Tr4307, Tr4308 (Darbyshire and Warwick, 1992)
S786 Tr3894, Tr3895 (Torrecilla and Catalan, 2002)
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Table 2.5: Symbiont phylogenetic trees
StudyID TreeID Reference
S10058 Tr6159, Tr6326 (Yan et al., 2009)
S10445 Tr8645, Tr8646, Tr8647,
Tr8648, Tr8649, Tr8650,
Tr8651, Tr8652, Tr8653,
Tr8654, Tr8655, Tr8656,
Tr8657, Tr8658, Tr8659,
Tr8660, Tr8661, Tr8662,
Tr8663, Tr8664, Tr8665,
Tr8666, Tr8667, Tr8668,
Tr8669, Tr8670, Tr8671,
Tr8672
(Ghimire et al., 2011)
S11124 Tr26497, Tr26498 (Ji, 2012)
S11818 Tr61850, Tr61851 (Oberhofer and Leuchtmann,
2012)
S1196 Tr4399, Tr4400 (Yokoyama et al., 2004)
S12041 Tr49151, Tr49152, Tr49153,
Tr49154, Tr49155, Tr49156,
Tr49157, Tr49158, Tr49159,
Tr49160, Tr49161, Tr49162,
Tr49163, Tr49164, Tr49165,
Tr49166, Tr49167, Tr49168,
Tr49169, Tr49170, Tr49171,
Tr49172, Tr49173, Tr49174,
Tr49175, Tr49176, Tr49177,
Tr49178, Tr49179, Tr49180,
Tr49181, Tr49182, Tr49183,
Tr49184, Tr49185, Tr49186,
Tr49187, Tr49188, Tr49189
(Charlton, Craven, Mittal, Hop-
kins and Young, 2012)
S12265 Tr50541, Tr50548 (Han et al., 2012)
S12583 Tr52106, Tr52107 (Lu et al., 2012)
S12959 Tr54788, Tr54789, Tr60767 (Zhu et al., 2013)
S13399 Tr57323 (Charlton, Craven, Afkhami,
Hall, Swoboda, Ghimire and
Young, 2012)
Continued on page 24
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Table 2.5: Symbiont phylogenetic trees, cont.
StudyID TreeID Reference
S1367 Tr2138, Tr2139 (Moon et al., 2004)
S13977 Tr61841, Tr61842 (Leuchtmann and Oberhofer,
2013)
S14314 Tr64104, Tr75521, Tr75522 (Mc Cargo et al., 2014)
S14704 Tr68066 (Leuchtmann et al., 2014)
S1604 Tr705 (Yanagida et al., 2005)
S16982 Tr86687, Tr86688 (Chen et al., 2015)
S17154 Tr85822, Tr85823, Tr85824,
Tr85825, Tr85826, Tr85827,
Tr85828, Tr85829, Tr85830
(Hettiarachchige et al., 2015)
S1831 Tr4866, Tr4867 (Moon et al., 2007)
S2024 Tr362 (Schardl et al., 2008)
S2241 Tr5876, Tr5877 (Ji et al., 2009)
S344 Tr1530, Tr1531 (Schardl and Leuchtmann, 1999)
S648 Tr3605, Tr3606, Tr3607,
Tr3608
(Moon et al., 2000)
S837 Tr5648, Tr5649, Tr5650,
Tr5651
(Moon et al., 2002)
S9937 Tr6055, Tr6214 (Iannone et al., 2009)
S9982 Tr6290, Tr6369 (Chen et al., 2009)
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Chapter 3
Evolution of transmission mode in
conditional mutualisms with spatial
variation in symbiont quality
3.1 Abstract
Many symbioses have costs and benefits to their hosts that vary with the environmen-
tal context, which itself may vary in space. The same symbiont may be a mutualist
in one location and a parasite in another. Such spatially conditional mutualisms
pose a dilemma for hosts, who might evolve (higher or lower) horizontal or vertical
transmission to increase their chances of being infected only where the symbiont is
beneficial. To determine how transmission in hosts might evolve, we modeled trans-
mission evolution where the symbiont had a spatially conditional effect on either host
lifespan or fecundity. We found that over ecological time, symbionts that affected
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lifespan but not fecundity led to high frequencies of infected hosts in areas where the
symbiont was beneficial and low frequencies elsewhere. In response, hosts evolved
increased horizontal transmission only when the symbiont affected lifespan. We also
modeled transmission evolution in symbionts, which evolved high horizontal and verti-
cal transmission, indicating a possible host-symbiont conflict over transmission mode.
Our results suggest an eco-evolutionary feedback where the component of host fitness
affected by a conditionally mutualistic symbiont in turn determines its distribution
in the population, and, through this, the transmission mode that evolves.
This chapter has been published in Evolution (Brown and Akc¸ay, 2019).
3.2 Introduction
Most, if not all, multicellular organisms live in symbiosis with other species. While
some symbioses are always mutualistic or always parasitic, many others have costs
and benefits that are context-dependent (Chamberlain et al., 2014; Daskin and Alford,
2012; Thomas et al., 2000). We call these interactions conditional mutualisms. Sym-
biont effects may vary based on abiotic factors (e.g. nutrient availability (Cheplick
et al., 1989) or temperature (Baker et al., 2013)) or biotic factors (e.g. the presence
of a third species which parasitizes the host (Smith, 1968)). The abiotic or biotic
context may in turn vary in space. In some cases, the symbiont may change from a
mutualist to a parasite depending on the location. For example,the endophytic fun-
gus Epichloe¨ coenophiala increases the biomass of tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea)
seedlings in nutrient-rich soil, while decreasing host biomass in nutrient-poor soils
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(Cheplick et al., 1989). Variation with temperature in the nutrients provided by
Symbiodinium endosymbionts of corals produces a similar pattern. Clade D mem-
bers of Symbiodinium provide less nitrogen than Clade C symbionts except at high
temperatures, where they provide equivalent nitrogen and more carbon (Baker et al.,
2013). Even unicellular organisms can have conditionally mutualistic symbionts, as
many plasmids are beneficial only in the presence of specific environmental factors
(such as antibiotics or a particular nutrient source) and harmful otherwise (Carroll
and Wong, 2018).
Such spatially conditional mutualisms pose a dilemma for hosts with regard to how
to acquire their symbionts. In general, assuming no correlation between horizontal
and vertical transmission, hosts are predicted to evolve reduced vertical (parent-to-
offspring) transmission of parasites and increased vertical transmission of mutualists
(Yamamura, 1993). In spatially structured populations, hosts may also evolve de-
creased horizontal transmission of parasites, either by preventing their own infection
(Best et al., 2011) or by reducing their rates of transmission to others (De´barre et al.,
2012). However, hosts in spatially conditional mutualisms have to deal with a sym-
biont that is both a mutualist and a parasite, and it is not clear whether horizontal
transmission, vertical transmission, both, or neither will evolve in conditional mu-
tualisms. Furthermore, symbionts as well as hosts may show genetic variation that
affects the two rates of transmission (Ebert, 2013). There may thus be host-symbiont
conflict over transmission mode, which may also influence transmission evolution.
Which transmission mode evolves is an important question, since transmission
mode itself, regardless of whether it arises through host or symbiont evolution, in-
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fluences how symbionts spread and the evolution of symbiont costs and benefits.
Horizontal transmission is predicted to select for more parasitic symbionts, and ver-
tical transmission for more mutualistic ones (Alizon et al., 2009; Ewald, 1987), in the
absence of other feedbacks (Akc¸ay, 2015; Shapiro and Turner, 2014; Werren et al.,
2008). Furthermore, research on the impact of spatial variation on parasitism shows
that spatial heterogeneity in various factors can have a large influence on the vir-
ulence and spread of parasites (Carlsson-Grane´r and Thrall, 2015; Gibson et al.,
2016; Hochberg et al., 2000; Jousimo et al., 2014; Krist et al., 2004; Lively, 2006;
Penczykowski et al., 2014; Real and Biek, 2007; Saeki and Sasaki, 2018; Tellier and
Brown, 2011; Thrall and Burdon, 2000). Understanding transmission mode evolution
in hosts and symbionts in spatially conditional mutualisms may thus give insight into
both potential host-symbiont conflict as well the future distribution and virulence of
the symbiont.
We model transmission mode evolution in a spatially conditional mutualism over
a range of newborn host dispersal rates. We consider two different types of spa-
tially conditional mutualisms that affect different components of host fitness. In
the first conditional mutualism, the symbiont affects host lifespan, and in the sec-
ond the symbiont affects host fecundity (modeled as chance of reproduction per unit
time). We split symbiont effects into these components partly because they lead to
significantly different evolutionary predictions, and partly because symbionts may af-
fect lifespan and fecundity differently. For example, symbionts may affect only one
component of host fitness. Symbioses that are involved only with reproduction, like
plant-pollinator/seed parasite relationships will influence host fecundity without af-
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fecting lifespan. On the other hand, symbioses involved with, for example, juvenile
survival (as in the interaction between jellyfish and the juvenile scads they protect
from predators) affect lifespan without having any influence on the reproductive out-
put of hosts who survive to adulthood (Bonaldo et al., 2004). Furthermore, symbionts
may affect both lifespan and fecundity but in opposite directions. For example, fun-
gal endophyte infection was found to decrease fecundity and increase survival for the
grass Poa alsodes (Chung et al., 2015), while fungal endophytes increased fecundity
at the expense of survival in the grass Agrostis hyemalis (Yule et al., 2013). These
trade-offs between survival and fecundity have been shown theoretically to determine
the persistence of infection in non-context-dependent symbioses (Bibian et al., 2016;
Chung et al., 2015; Rudgers et al., 2012; Yule et al., 2013), suggesting it may be useful
and informative to separate lifespan and fecundity effects for conditional mutualisms
as well.
Intuitively, we may predict that when a host is likely to stay in the same location
as its parent, vertical transmission may be a good strategy to ensure an advantageous
infection status (i.e. infection where the symbiont is beneficial and lack of infection
where the symbiont is harmful). Conversely, when hosts often disperse from their na-
tal patch, they might instead rely on horizontal transmission from their new neighbors
to acquire the symbiont where it is beneficial. However, horizontal transmission will
only confer the “right” infection status when a host’s neighbors are infected where
the symbiont is a mutualist and uninfected where the symbiont is a parasite. Thus,
hosts should only evolve horizontal transmission when the distribution of infected
hosts matches the spatial distribution of symbiont effects. As the distribution of in-
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Figure 3.1: The evolution of transmission is governed by an eco-evolutionary feedback.
The spatial distribution of infected hosts (bottom) affects the selective advantage of
a mutant host or symbiont with a different transmission rate. As a mutant spreads,
its transmission rates in turn influence the spatial distribution of infected hosts. The
feedback from the spatial distribution to the transmission rates is influenced by the
dispersal rate and the component of host fitness the symbiont affects. Similarly, the
selective advantage of a mutant with new transmission rates is influenced by whether
selection acts on the hosts or the symbiont, as different distributions of infected hosts
are beneficial to them.
fected hosts is itself influenced by the the transmission rates, the evolution of the
transmission mode is fundamentally governed by an eco-evolutionary feedback (see
Figure 3.1).
This eco-evolutionary feedback suggests that the evolution of transmission mode
might ultimately depend on which life history stage is affected by the symbiont
through the fitness component’s influence on the distribution of infected hosts. Ac-
cordingly, we find that when the symbiont affects host lifespan, ecological conditions
allow hosts to evolve high horizontal transmission. In contrast, when the symbiont
affects host fecundity, high horizontal transmission leads to high levels of parasitism.
Regardless of the type of symbiont effect, hosts can evolve high vertical transmission
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at low but not high dispersal rates.
Finally, to determine whether there is host-symbiont conflict over transmission,
we model transmission mode evolution under host and symbiont control separately.
We infer the possibility of conflict if hosts evolve one transmission rate and symbionts
evolve another.
Our results highlight how ecological feedback from the fraction of infected hosts
generated by the current transmission rates affects the selective advantage of mutant
transmission rates, determining the course of evolution. This suggests that the man-
ner in which the symbiont affects host life history and ecology ultimately influences
host evolution and the ecological dynamics hosts evolve toward.
3.3 Methods
We first describe the model in general, then discuss the methods for the analytical
and simulation models.
3.3.1 The model
We model a patch-structured population where the symbiont is beneficial in half the
patches (M-patches) and harmful in the other half (P-patches). We consider two
types of conditional mutualism: one where the symbiont affects host fecundity and
the other where it affects host lifespan. In the main text, we show results from the
case where the symbiont affects host lifespan through adult host mortality. This is
almost identical to the case where the symbiont affects lifespan through newborn
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hosts’ establishment probability, which we show in the Appendix, Figure 3.7.
We analytically model the case where there are two patches of infinite size. For
tractability in our analytical model, the ecological and evolutionary dynamics occur
on separate timescales. It is possible that evolution may proceed differently if eco-
logical and evolutionary changes can happen concurrently or if populations are finite.
To investigate this, we also simulate transmission evolution on the same time scale
as ecological changes and in finite populations. In both the analytical model and
the simulations, we assume all patches are of constant and equal size. We track the
fraction of infected hosts in each patch (given by iq for patch q) and the horizontal
and vertical transmission probabilities of the resident and mutant, (h and v for the
resident and h∗ and v∗ for the mutant; see Table 3.1 for list of variables). We as-
sume that neither multiple infection nor loss of the symbiont once infected is possible.
When hosts control transmission, we assume that a host’s transmission probabilities
determine its probability of infection. When symbionts control transmission, unin-
fected hosts cannot be said to have a transmission probabilities. Instead we model the
potentially infecting symbiont as determining the transmission probability. Conflict
over transmission mode might then occur between the host receiving the symbiont
and the incoming symbiont.
We model overlapping host generations in discrete time. Each time step a host is
chosen to reproduce, with the probability of reproduction determined by the host’s
patch and infection status. A host in patch q has fecundity fq,I if it is infected or fq,U
if uninfected. The probability that a host with fecundity f reproduces is
f
Nf
, where
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N is the population size, and f is the average fecundity.
f =
1
# patches
∑
q∈Patches
(1− iq)fq,U + iqfq,I
When the symbiont affects host fecundity, we assume infected hosts have higher
fecundity than uninfected hosts in M-patches, and that the reverse is true in P-
patches. When the symbiont affects host lifespan, we assume all hosts have equal
fecundity.
If the parent host is infected, its offspring has a chance to acquire the symbiont
via vertical transmission. For a vertical transmission probability v, the probability
that a host in patch q gives birth to an uninfected or infected offspring is
Pr(Produces offspring born uninfected) =

fq,U/(Nf), if parent is uninfected
(1− v)fq,I/(Nf), if parent is infected
Pr(Produces offspring born infected) =

0, if parent is uninfected
vfq,I/(Nf), if parent is infected
(3.1)
After birth, newborns disperse to a new patch with probability d or stay in their
natal patch with probability 1−d. We assume that newborns must mature somewhat
before they become susceptible to horizontal infection, such that there is a window
of time after dispersal and before establishment where newborns may acquire the
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symbiont horizontally, as is the case for many horizontally transmitted symbioses
(Bright and Bulgheresi, 2010). For simplicity, we assume that when newborns arrive
in the patch, they make contact with a single neighbor, who, if infected, may infect
the newborn with probability h. (We assume that only newborns are capable of
becoming infected, so contact between an infected newborn and an uninfected adult
neighbor does not lead to the adult’s infection.)
Once newborns have dispersed and become infected (or not), they must establish
in their patch. Uninfected and infected newborns in patch q have establishment prob-
abilities sq,U and sq,I , respectively. When the conditional mutualism affects host es-
tablishment, infected hosts are more likely to establish than uninfected in M-patches.
The reverse is true in P-patches. When the symbiont affects fecundity, we set all
establishment probabilities to 1 so that newborns always establish. (Assuming all
newborns have an establishment probability less than 1 makes the simulations slower
without changing the results.)
For a newborn arriving in patch q, its chance of establishing as an uninfected (or
infected) adult is
Pr(Establishes as uninfected adult) =

(1− hiq)sq,U , if born uninfected
0, if born infected
Pr(Establishes as infected adult) =

hiqsq,I , if born uninfected
sq,I , if born infected
(3.2)
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Finally, we assume patch sizes are constant, so if the newborn successfully es-
tablishes, an adult host in the patch is then chosen to die. Given that a newborn
establishes in patch q, the probability that a particular adult host in q with mortality
m dies is
Pr(A given adult in patch q dies|Newborn establishes in q) = m
mq
(
N
# patches
) (3.3)
where N is the population size, and mq is the average mortality in patch q.
mq = (1− iq)mq,U + iqmq,I
Since an adult in q is guaranteed to die if a newborn establishes in the patch,
∑
j∈adults in patch q
Pr(adult j dies|Newborn establishes in patch q) = 1
3.3.2 Analytical model
Before we can determine the fitness of a mutant host or symbiont, we must know what
fraction of hosts are currently infected in each patch. To determine the ecological
equilibrium fraction of infected hosts in a monomorphic population, we find the point
where the rate of change of the fraction of infected hosts in each patch vanishes.
(The ecological equilibrium is not affected by whether hosts or symbionts control
transmission evolution.) Assuming all fecundities and mortalities are nonzero, the
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Table 3.1: Variables used in the analytical and simulation models
Variable Definition
iq Fraction of infected hosts in patch q
q and q′ Focal patch and the other patch, respectively
h Resident horizontal transmission probability
v Resident vertical transmission probability
h∗ Mutant horizontal transmission probability
v∗ Mutant vertical transmission probability
d Probability a newborn disperses to the other patch
N Size of host population
f Average fecundity
mq Average mortality in patch q
fq,U Fecundity of uninfected hosts in patch q
fq,I Fecundity of infected hosts in patch q
sq,U Establishment probability of uninfected hosts in patch q
sq,I Establishment probability of infected hosts in patch q
mq,U Mortality of uninfected hosts in patch q
mq,I Mortality of infected hosts in patch q
M Patch where symbiont is a mutualist
P Patch where symbiont is a parasite
t Time in units of host births
τ Time in units of tN
X Matrix giving mutant growth rates
A Matrix giving mutant birth rates
B Matrix giving mutant death rates
A′, B′ Mutant birth and death rates multiplied by N
Av, Ah Mutant symbiont births due to vertical and horizontal transmission
rate of change of the fraction of infected hosts in patch q is
diq
dτ
=
1
fmq
·
{[((1− d)(fq,U(1− iq) + fq,I(1− v)iq) + d(fq′,U(1− iq′) + fq′,I(1− v)iq′))hiq+
((1− d)fq,Iviq + dfq′,Iviq′)] · sI,qmq,U(1− iq)−
[(1− d)(fq,U(1− iq) + fq,I(1− v)iM)+
d(fq′,U(1− iq′) + fq′,I(1− v)iq′)] (1− hiq) · sU,qmq,Iiq} (3.4)
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where τ is the time in units of hosts birth times population size, τ = tN , where t is
time measured in host births, and the population size goes to infinity (see Appendix
3.6 for derivation).
We use Mathematica version 11 (Wolfram Research Inc., 2017) to solve for the
values of iM and iP where
diM
dτ
and
diP
∆τ
are equal to 0. While there may be multiple
(iM , iP ) pairs that satisfy the equation (for example (iM = 0, iP = 0) is always a
solution), not all of them are stable in response to small perturbations in the fraction
of infected hosts. We consider stable equilibria only (see Appendix 3.6). In most
cases, there is only one stable ecological equilibrium. In cases where there is more
than one ecological equilibrium, we show one equilibrium in the main text and the
other in Appendix 3.7. In all cases that we investigated, multiple ecological equilibria
for a given pair of transmission probabilities do not have qualitatively different effects
on the overall pattern of transmission evolution.
To determine in which direction transmission probabilities evolve, we find the
invasion fitness of a mutant with slightly different horizontal and vertical transmission
probabilities than the resident. Because mutants in different patches (and, for mutant
hosts, mutants with different infection statuses) differ in their chances of producing
offspring, we model the growth of the mutant when rare as a multitype branching
process (Lehmann et al., 2016). We write a matrix Xτ that gives the expected number
of mutants produced by a mutant in each patch (or, for host control, an uninfected
or infected mutant in each patch) at every time step, measuring time in units of
host births times population size, τ = tN as the population size goes to infinity.
The leading eigenvalue of Xτ then gives the growth rate of the mutant when rare.
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The derivation of Xτ for host and symbiont control follows straightforwardly from
Equations 3.1 and 3.2 and is given in detail in Appendix 3.6.
Once we have Xτ , we can calculate the derivative of the mutant growth rate in
terms of the mutant transmission probabilities. We can then use these derivatives to
trace the path of transmission evolution. We find the derivatives of the leading eigen-
value of Xτ numerically and then numerically calculate the path of the evolutionary
trajectories in Mathematica (see Appendix 3.6).
3.3.3 Simulations
Transmission evolution could possibly be affected by the analytical model assump-
tions that the population is finite and that evolution happens only once the fraction
of infected hosts has equilibrated. To test whether this is the case, we simulate trans-
mission evolution in finite populations and allow ecological and evolutionary changes
to occur on the same time scale.
We simulate transmission mode evolution in Julia version 0.5.1 (Bezanson et al.,
2017). Each time step, a single host is selected to give birth, with the probability of
selection determined by its patch and infection status. After a host is born, if hosts
control transmission, we allow the newborn’s transmission probabilities to mutate. In
the case of host control, the newborn host’s possibly mutated new transmission prob-
ability determines its probability of infection. When symbionts control transmission,
the parent’s symbiont determines the vertical transmission probability, and then if
infection is successful, the newborn’s symbiont is allowed to mutate.
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The newborn then disperses to a new patch with probability d and remains in
its natal patch with probability 1 − d. If the newborn disperses, it is equally likely
to end up in any patch except its natal one. If the newborn is so far uninfected, a
random adult host in the newborn’s patch is then selected to be its potentially infec-
tion contact. If this adult is infected, horizontal transmission occurs with probability
given by the newborn’s horizontal transmission probability (host control case) or the
neighbor’s symbiont’s horizontal transmission probability (symbiont control case). If
the newborn becomes infected and the symbiont controls transmission, the newborn’s
symbiont may then mutate. Finally, the newborn’s establishment in the patch is de-
termined by its infection status and location. If the newborn successfully establishes,
a random adult host is chosen to die.
Before allowing transmission mode to evolve, we ran the simulation for 4000 time
steps to allow the resident population to equilibrate. We started the simulations from
an 11x11 grid starting points evenly spaced over the space of all possible transmission
probabilities. After the equilibration period, we ran each simulation for 107 time
steps. We used a mutation rate of 0.02, with mutations normally distributed with a
mean of the originally transmission probability and standard deviation of 0.05. For
the host control case, we also had a 0.5% chance that an uninfected newborn would
be spontaneously infected. We did this to prevent the infection from being lost by
chance leading transmission to evolve neutrally for the rest of the simulation. We
analyzed the simulations by finding the average transmission rates and fraction of
infected hosts in M- and P-patches at the last time step using the pandas package
version 0.23.4 (McKinney, 2010) in Python 2.7.15 (Rossum, 1995).
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Host control of transmission
Analytical model
Symbiont affects lifespan
When the symbiont affects host lifespan, the ecological equilibrium fraction of infected
hosts is generally higher in M-patches than P-patches (Figure 3.2a-f), except when
both transmission probabilities are too low and the infection dies out (white regions
in Figure 3.2) or when both transmission probabilities are 1 and all hosts in both
patches are infected. In both cases, transmission evolves neutrally, since changes in
transmission do not affect a host’s chances of becoming infected.
Aside from the above cases, host evolutionary trajectories lead to either complete
horizontal and no vertical transmission, i.e. (h = 1, v = 0); or they lead to complete
vertical transmission and no horizontal transmission, (h = 0, v = 1). At low dispersal
rates, the basins of attraction of the two endpoints are very similar in size (Figure
3.2a, d). As the dispersal rate increases, more trajectories lead to the point (h = 1,
v = 0). This corresponds to changes in the transmission probabilities that lead to
high fractions of parasitized hosts. As dispersal increases, even intermediate values of
horizontal and vertical transmission paired with high levels of the other lead to a large
fraction of infected hosts in Patch P. However, the effect is more pronounced for high
vertical transmission probabilities, which require much lower horizontal transmission
probabilities in order to contain the symbiont to Patch M. (This can be seen in the
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increasing length of the top of the dark triangle in Figure 3.2d-f compared to its
right side.) Finally, when the dispersal rate is maximum (d = 0.5 for the two patch
case, meaning newborns have an equal chance of ending up in either patch), all host
evolutionary trajectories lead to complete horizontal and no vertical transmission
(Figure 3.2c,f). This is because high vertical transmission leads to a high fraction of
parasitized hosts for all horizontal transmission probabilities, including h = 0.
While the basin of attraction of high horizontal versus high vertical transmission
depends on the dispersal rate, evolutionary trajectories always lead to a beneficial (to
hosts) distribution of the symbiont, in the sense that they maintain a high fraction
of infected hosts in the patch where the symbiont is mutualistic and a low fraction of
infected hosts in the patch where the symbiont is parasitic.
Symbiont effects on expected lifespan produce very similar results whether the
symbiont affects adult mortality or newborn survival (Figure 3.7). In our model, they
produce the same ecological equilibria (this is due to the fact that establishment and
mortality terms always appear multiplied together in the ecological equilibrium terms;
see Equation 3.4). This in turn produces similar selection pressures on transmission
and leads to the same ESSs. The main difference between the two effects is that the
chance of dying as an adult is affected by the infection status of the other adults
in the patch, while the chance of newborn establishment is not. This affects the
magnitude but not the direction of the derivative of the mutant growth rate (see
Figure 3.21). In particular, adult mortality causes the magnitude of the derivative to
be larger, although the exact difference in the magnitude depends on the transmission
probabilities, symbiont effect, and which partner controls transmission evolution.
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Figure 3.2: Ecological equilibria and host evolutionary trajectories for an infinite
population. Panels a-f: symbiont affects host lifespan, panels g-l: symbiont affects
host fecundity. Columns indicate dispersal rates. The upper and lower pairs of panels
in a column each represent a single metapopulation, with the upper panel indicat-
ing the fraction of infected hosts in Patch M, and the lower the fraction of infected
hosts in Patch P (e.g. panels a and d represent a single population). For each plot,
colors indicate the fraction of infected hosts in the patch when the population is
monomorphic for a given pair of horizontal and vertical transmission rates. Arrows
indicate hosts evolutionary trajectories, with dots where transmission evolves neu-
trally. Stars and thick black lines on the edges of the plot mark evolutionary stable
strategies. Panels from the same metapopulation show the same trajectories, as the
entire population evolves together. Parameters, panels a-f: mM,I = mP,U = 0.5,
fM,U = fP,I = fM,I = fP,U = mM,U = mP,I = 1; panels g-l: fM,U = fP,I = 0.5,
fM,I = fP,U = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = 1.
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Symbiont affects fecundity
When the symbiont affects fecundity, high horizontal transmission probabilities al-
ways lead to a high ecological equilibrium fraction of infected hosts in Patch P. In
contrast, high vertical transmission probabilities, combined with low horizontal trans-
mission probabilities, produce the largest difference in the fraction of infected hosts
between Patches M and P (Figure 3.2g-l). As a result, most trajectories lead to
complete vertical and no horizontal transmission, (h = 0, v = 1).
However, unlike the case where the symbiont affects lifespan, not all trajectories
lead to transmission probabilities that contain the symbiont to the patch where it is
beneficial. When dispersal is not maximum (d < 0.5), populations that start with
too high horizontal transmission probabilities evolve towards complete infection, due
the fact that symbionts become abundant everywhere, and therefore the host has
little chance of escaping them in Patch P by a small decrease in transmission rates.
Therefore, there is little additional cost to hosts from increasing transmission in Patch
P, and a slight benefit in Patch M. Trajectories that lead to complete infection end
up in one of two regions. In the first region, the population has complete horizontal
transmission and at least some vertical transmission, (h = 1, v > 0).
In the second region, the population has complete vertical transmission and high
horizontal transmission, (h > h∗, v = 1). The precise value of h∗ depends on the
dispersal rate and the costs/benefits provided by the symbiont. Interestingly, if the
symbiont is more costly in Patch P than it is beneficial in Patch M, all trajectories
lead to the point (h = 0, v = 1). On the other hand, if the symbiont is more beneficial
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in Patch M than harmful in Patch P, populations are more likely to evolve towards
complete infection (Figure 3.9).
As the dispersal rate increases, lower horizontal transmission probabilities are able
to sustain a high frequency of parasitized hosts (as shown by the increasing size of
the dark regions at the top of Figure 3.2 from panels j to k; see also Figure 3.8).More
evolutionary trajectories start in regions where the symbiont is not well contained.
For some of these trajectories, a small decrease in transmission probabilities is not as
beneficial to hosts in Patch P as an increase is to hosts in Patch M. More trajectories
therefore lead to complete infection in both patches.
Finally, when newborns have an equal chance of ending up in either patch (dis-
persal rate = 0.5, Figure 3.2i-j), the two patches have the same frequency of infected
hosts at all transmission probabilities. When the symbiont’s costs in Patch P exactly
equal its benefits in Patch M (as in Figure 3.2), transmission is selectively neutral.
The benefits of a small increase or decrease in one patch are exactly balanced with
the cost of that change in the other. If the costs and benefits are not equal (Figure
3.9), hosts will either evolve towards low transmission and loss of the symbiont (when
the costs are higher than the benefits) or high transmission and complete infection
(when the benefits are higher than the costs).
3.4.2 Symbiont affects lifespan and fecundity
In Appendix 3.7, we investigate the case where the symbiont affects both host lifespan
and fecundity. In general, if the symbiont’s effect on one fitness component is sig-
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nificantly stronger than the other, transmission evolution largely resembles the case
where only the stronger effect is present (Figures 3.10 and 3.11). One exception is if
the symbiont largely affects fecundity and the dispersal rate is maximum. When the
symbiont affects fecundity equally in both patches and does not affect lifespan, trans-
mission mode is selectively neutral when dispersal is maximum. However, a small
symbiont effect on lifespan can break the symmetry and allow hosts to evolve toward
either complete infection, loss of the symbiont, or even the point (h = 1, v = 0). (The
last of these provides a small degree of symbiont containment.)
When the symbiont has a strong effect on both components of host fitness, the
results are more complicated. The outcome depends on the conditions which trigger
the effects on each component as well as the relative strengths of the effects on each
component. However, two general trends emerge. The first is that using high hori-
zontal combined with low vertical transmission to contain the symbiont to M-patches
is only an option when the symbiont can decrease lifespan. For example, when the
symbiont affects fecundity, adding a conditional (in Patch P) or unconditional (in
Patches M and P) lifespan cost to infection allows horizontal transmission to evolve
as a method of containment (Figures 3.10 and 3.12).
Related to this, symbiont containment can often be improved by increasing the
costs of infection. If trajectories do not lead to containment, increasing the cost of
infection through fecundity or lifespan effects, can increase the number of trajectories
leading to symbiont containment (Figures 3.10, 3.12, and 3.13). This is true even if
hosts in M-patches bear the additional cost of infection (Figures 3.12 and 3.13). (On
the other hand, increasing the cost of infection can also cause the symbiont to be
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lost in some cases, generally when the dispersal rate is maximum and the symbiont
largely affects fecundity, e.g. Figure 3.12.)
Simulations
At high dispersal rates, the simulations of finite host populations behave much like the
infinite population case (Figure 3.3c,f,i,l). However, as the dispersal rate decreases,
the simulations diverge from the analytical results, in that the patches behave more
like separate populations. At low dispersal rates, hosts residing in the patch where the
symbiont is beneficial have higher average transmission probabilities than predicted
for the infinite population case (Figure 3.3a,g have a large proportion of simulations
with high average horizontal and vertical transmission probabilities, while the infinite
population case predicts only one high transmission probability). Patches where the
symbiont is parasitic tend to lose the infection (or have the symbiont at very low
frequencies due to spontaneous infection) and then have transmission probabilities
that evolve neutrally (Figure 3.3d,j and Figure 3.14). As the population size increases,
lower dispersal rates are needed for the population to behave like separate patches,
and the population resembles the infinite population at increasingly lower dispersal
rates (Figure 3.14). Simulations of unequal numbers of M- and P-patches behave
similarly at high dispersal rates to the infinite-population case where symbiont effects
are unequal between M- and P-patches (Figures 3.18 and 3.19). At low dispersal
rates, between-patch polymorphism also helps contain symbionts to M-patches.
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Figure 3.3: Simulations of transmission evolution under host control. Colors indi-
cate fraction of populations ending with each combination of average horizontal and
vertical transmission probabilities. White indicates that no populations ended in the
given range of transmission probabilities. Simulations were started from a grid of
start points spaced 0.1 apart in transmission probability. Ten simulations at each
start point were run for 107 time steps for every parameter combination. Param-
eters: 2 patches, N = 200, mutation rate = 0.02, mutation standard deviation =
0.05, spontaneous infection probability = 0.005, panels a-f: mM,I = mP,U = 0.5,
fM,U = fM,I = fP,U = fP,I = mM,U = mP,I = 1, panels g-l: fM,U = fP,I = 0.5,
fM,I = fP,U = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = 1.
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3.4.3 Symbiont control
In both the analytical model and simulations, symbionts evolve high horizontal and
vertical transmission probabilities (Figures 3.16 and 3.17; R0 for infinite population
case shown in Figure 3.20). In particular, symbionts always evolve complete vertical
transmission in the infinite population case. The horizontal transmission probability
evolves neutrally once 100% vertical transmission is reached, because all hosts are born
already infected. The difference between selection pressure on hosts and symbionts is
shown in Figure 3.4. In general, the most conflict is found at high vertical transmission
probabilities. When the symbiont affects lifespan, conflict occurs at high vertical and
horizontal transmission. As the dispersal rate increases and vertical transmission
becomes less beneficial to hosts, the region of conflict expands to include low vertical
transmission and intermediate transmission. This creates a triangular region where
too much transmission, and particularly too much vertical transmission, leads to
host-symbiont conflict. When the symbiont affects host fecundity, most conflict still
occurs at high vertical transmission probabilities, but now intermediate horizontal
transmission provokes the most conflict. This is because hosts at high horizontal
transmission probabilities evolve towards complete infection, reducing the conflict
between hosts and symbionts.
3.5 Discussion
We investigate conditional mutualisms with spatial variation in symbiont quality and
find that hosts evolve different transmission modes depending on the ecological dis-
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Figure 3.4: Host-symbiont conflict: Host-symbiont conflict when symbiont affects
lifespan (top row) or fecundity (bottom row). Colors indicate the degree to which
host and symbiont evolutionary trajectories point in the same direction, defined as the
cosine of the selection vectors under host and symbiont control, or 0, if at least one of
the selection vectors has magnitude 0. If trajectories are perpendicular or a partner
does not experience selection, conflict is 0. Negative values indicate trajectories point
in opposite directions (conflict), and positive values indicate that trajectories point
in the same direction (concordance). Dashed lines separates regions of conflict and
concordance. White regions indicate transmission rates where the infection cannot
be maintained. Parameters, top row: mM,I = mP,U = 0.5, fM,U = fM,I = fP,U =
fP,I = mM,U = mP,I = 1; parameters, bottomrow :fM,U = fP,I = 0.5, fM,I = fP,U =
mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = 1.
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tribution of infected hosts, which in turn depends on the aspect of fitness symbionts
affect. When symbionts affect host lifespan, hosts are able to evolve high horizontal
and low vertical transmission, which contains the symbiont to the patch where it is a
mutualist. They are able to do this because hosts with the “wrong” status die more
quickly and do not remain in the population to affect incoming newborns’ chance
of infection. This sets up a difference in the distribution of infected hosts so that
newborns benefit from higher horizontal transmission rates, because their probability
of acquiring the symbiont is higher where it is beneficial.
When the symbiont affects fecundity, hosts with the “wrong” infection status
reproduce less, but remain in the population just as long as ones with the “right”
infection status. This allows them to affect the infection status of incoming newborns.
Unless the distribution of infected hosts is already skewed toward more infected hosts
in the patch where the symbiont is beneficial, hosts gain no benefit from evolving
horizontal transmission. Even worse, an increase in horizontal transmission produces
some hosts with the “wrong” infection status, who then persist in the population
to alter the infection probabilities of incoming newborns. This means that past a
threshold transmission probability, horizontal transmission is no longer effective at
maintaining different distributions of infected hosts. Hosts are left with using vertical
transmission to contain the symbiont when dispersal is low and host lineages are
mostly confined to the same patch. When dispersal is at its maximum, the patches
have equal fractions of infected hosts, and the costs and benefits of infection determine
if the infection is lost (when the symbiont is more harmful in P-patches than beneficial
in M-patches), spreads to everyone (when the symbiont is less harmful in P-patches
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than beneficial in M-patches), or drifts because transmission rate is neutral (when
symbiont costs and benefits are exactly equal).
When the symbiont affects lifespan and fecundity, the nature and magnitude of the
costs of infection have a large influence on transmission evolution. Hosts are only able
to use horizontal transmission to contain the symbiont when the symbiont decreases
lifespan. This decrease in lifespan does not have to be conditional on hosts’ environ-
ment in order to allow symbiont containment. Furthermore, adding conditional or
unconditional lifespan or fecundity costs of infection can increase the fraction of host
evolutionary trajectories that lead to symbiont containment, rather than complete
infection. These results suggest that the costs of a conditional mutualism are key to
determining its evolutionary outcome. They also suggest that a conditional mutu-
alism that has more costs than benefits may actually increase hosts’ fitness more in
the long term than more “mutualistic” conditional mutualisms, by increasing hosts’
chances of evolving transmission modes that contain the symbiont to locations where
it is beneficial.
The simulations largely confirm that our results hold for finite populations. How-
ever, they suggest an alternative way that hosts in small populations may respond to
a conditional mutualism when dispersal rate is low. If dispersal rate is small enough
relative to the population size, the subpopulations of hosts in each patch behave
more like separate populations, and exhibit local adaptation. Hosts in M-patches
evolve high horizontal and vertical transmission rates, while hosts in P-patches lose
the symbiont (or have it at low frequency due to spontaneous infection) and have
transmission evolve neutrally. This suggests that at low dispersal rates, it is possible
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that hosts in small populations have more options for transmission mode evolution.
Hosts whose symbiont affects their fecundity may not be constrained to use purely
vertical transmission when the dispersal rate is low. However, the main problem for
hosts still occurs at high dispersal rates, when the patches do not behave like separate
populations, and hosts whose symbiont affects fecundity are forced to have the same
fraction of infected hosts in both patches. As it is unlikely in nature that symbiont
costs and benefits will be exactly balanced, in practice this may lead to the symbiont
being lost if it is slightly more harmful or maintained in all hosts if it is slightly more
beneficial.
Our model of symbiont control shows that, as predicted, when there are no direct
costs to transmission and population size is fixed, symbionts evolve high transmis-
sion rates and end up infecting all hosts in the population. In both the analytical
and simulation models, symbionts evolve complete vertical transmission and evolve a
nonzero probability of horizontal transmission that guarantees complete infection of
all hosts (this may be less than a 100% chance of horizontal transmission, since verti-
cal transmission also contributes to the chance of infection). Further, vertical, rather
than horizontal, transmission is maximized because at high frequencies of infected
hosts, vertical transmission is the best way to guarantee that newborns are infected
(Lipsitch et al., 1995).
Our results provide predictions for the distribution and traits of conditional mutu-
alisms. For example, the dispersal rate and symbiont effects predict the distribution
and transmission of a conditional mutualism under host or symbiont control (Table
2). Furthermore, in some cases knowing some of the parameters of dispersal, sym-
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Table 3.2: Model Predictions
Dispersal rate is
Low High
Symbiont
affects
Lifespan Pure horizontal or pure
vertical transmission
Symbiont contained
Pure horizontal
transmission
Symbiont contained
Fecundity Pure vertical transmission
(symbiont contained)
OR Horizontal or
mixed-mode transmission
(symbiont not contained)
Any transmission possible
Symbiont not contained
Predicted transmission mode and distribution of infection when transmission is a
host trait. Symbiont containment refers to whether the fraction of infected hosts is
higher in M-Patches than P-Patches (“symbiont contained”) or not (“symbiont not
contained”). The case where transmission is a symbiont trait is trivial.
biont effects, control, transmission, and distribution maybe be enough to predict the
other parameters. For example, if a symbiont conditionally affects fecundity and is
horizontally transmitted, we can predict that symbiont will not be contained to areas
where it is a mutualist. Nonetheless, if there is not both complete horizontal and
vertical transmission, we may predict that transmission is still a host trait.
As an example, in the symbiosis between aphids and their obligate symbiont Buch-
nera aphidicola, a mutation in the promoter of ibpA, which encodes one B. aphidicola’s
heat shock proteins, causes mutant B. aphidicola to increase host fecundity (relative
to wild-type B. aphidicola) in cool conditions and nearly eliminate reproduction in
warm conditions (Dunbar et al., 2007). The mutant has been found at frequencies up
to 20% in natural populations, despite its large potential cost and the fact that B.
aphidicola is strictly vertically transmitted. Our results suggest that the lack of hor-
izontal transmission is not necessarily a barrier to the persistence of the symbiont in
natural populations, and may in fact benefit its hosts, provided that aphid dispersal
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between regions with different temperatures is relatively rare.
One other example to which we can apply our model is the symbiosis between the
grass Agrostis hyemalis and the fungus Eplichloe¨ amarillans. E. amarillans increases
host fecundity under drought conditions and decreased host biomass in the presence
of certain soil microbes (Davitt et al., 2011). It is difficult to know exactly how
biomass affects lifespan and fecundity, but as long as biomass has a smaller effect
on lifespan than fecundity, we would predict that vertical transmission, particularly
if seeds disperse to new environments only rarely, would be more likely to arise.
Indeed, vertical transmission is observed in this symbiosis, although without knowing
the relative effect of biomass on lifespan and fecundity, it is difficult to be certain
whether the system matches our predictions.
While many other conditional mutualisms are known, in most of these the sym-
biont’s effect on different components of host fitness is currently unknown. Our
results suggest that quantifying context-dependent variation in fitness components
could allow predictions of transmission mode evolution and symbiont spread.
The widespread symbiosis between legume plants and rhizobium bacteria is an
interesting case to consider: the outcome of this symbiosis is often context-dependent
(Heath and Tiffin, 2007). Lack of suitable rhizobium partners can dramatically reduce
growth and survival of legume plants. The lack of vertical transmission in this system
suggests that rhizobia are contained to where they are more beneficial, but to our
knowledge, this hypothesis has not been tested explicitly. Regardless, the mechanism
of containment is likely to be different than our model, as rhizobia can live freely in
the soil, which is where plants take them up from. This suggests that containment is
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likely driven by the feedbacks between legume abundance (and competition with non-
legumes) and soil rhizobium density. The effects of such plant-environment feedback
when the symbiont can be free-living is an interesting future direction to consider.
Our results further suggest different transmission outcomes depending on whether
transmission is a host or symbiont trait. However, it is also possible that host and
symbiont traits may interact to determine transmission. Which transmission mode
will evolve under host-symbiont coevolution is an area for future research. The specific
outcome may depend on the manner in which host and symbiont traits interact, as
well as the level of control each party has. Our results suggests that for a large range
of transmission probabilities hosts and symbionts actually experience selection in a
similar direction, potentially narrowing the range of transmission probabilities where
host-symbiont coevolution may proceed differently than if a single party controlled
transmission.
Another area for future investigation is the potential costs and benefits of trans-
mission. We assumed transmission does not come with come with any additional costs
or benefits beyond altering the probability of infection. We did this to get baseline
predictions of how transmission would evolve without any biological constraints. How-
ever, many symbioses show costs or benefits of one mode of transmission, or a trade-off
between transmission modes. For example, in the symbiosis between Epichloe¨ fun-
gal endophytes and grasses, horizontal transmission is the mechanism for endophyte
sexual reproduction. This could potentially alter evolutionary trajectories by incen-
tivizing endophytes to evolve horizontal transmission more rapidly, even when vertical
transmission might produce more infections. On the other hand, many infectious dis-
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eases require costly host investment in immunity to prevent horizontal transmission,
making the effects of the conditional mutualism dependent on the level of horizontal
transmission. Even if there are no direct costs or benefits of transmission, transmis-
sion modes might be constrained by biological relationships between horizontal and
vertical transmission. For example, temperate bacteriophage can transmit vertically
or horizontally, but horizontal transmission by kills their hosts, eliminating the possi-
bility of future vertical transmission, and forcing a trade-off between the two modes.
These trade-offs are likely to have strong effects on the possible trajectories and end-
points of transmission evolution. We hope to investigate the effects of transmission
costs, benefits, and trade-offs in a future model.
Finally, our model considers environmental variation that occurs purely in space.
However, environments may vary in time as well. Temporal variation in the environ-
ment separates dispersal into two components which are intertwined in our spatial
model: the correlation between parent and offspring environments and the pool of
neighbors available for horizontal infection. A model with temporal variation could
thus provide insight into these two aspect of “dispersal”, as well as adding an impor-
tant aspect of environmental change. We are currently investigating this case (Brown
and Akc¸ay in prep).
In conclusion, our model illustrates that in conditional mutualisms, it is not just
the costs and benefits of infection that matter, but also the component of fitness
that the symbiont affects. The component of fitness influences the distribution of the
infection on ecological timescales, meaning it may be useful for predicting the spread
of conditional mutualisms of interest. The ecological distribution of infected hosts also
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strongly influences transmission mode evolution. As transmission mode is predicted
to itself create selective pressure on virulence, the ecological distribution of infected
hosts over evolutionary time may feed back not only on transmission but also on the
nature of the symbiosis itself. Thus, the feedback we found between symbiont effects
on host fitness and transmission evolution may be important for predicting both the
short- and long-term future of conditional mutualisms. As more symbiosis are being
found to have conditional effects, understanding the precise nature of symbiont effects
on their hosts will be essential for predicting the short- and long-term dynamics of
these symbioses.
3.6 Chapter appendix: Calculations for infinite pop-
ulation model
3.6.1 Equilibrium distribution of infected hosts
From Equations 3.1 and 3.2, we can see that the fraction of infected hosts in a patch
affects hosts’ birth, establishment, and death probabilities, as well as symbionts’
transmission opportunities. So, before we can find the invasion fitness of a mutant
host or symbiont, we need to find the equilibrium fraction of infected hosts. We find
the equilibrium fraction of infected hosts analytically for an infinite host population
with two patches. We call these patches M and P and assume they are each of size
N
2
→∞. In patch M, the symbiont is a mutualist that increases either infected host
fecundity or lifespan (depending on the nature of the conditional mutualism) above
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that of uninfected hosts. In patch P, the reverse is true. We will usually assume either
fM,I = fP,U > fM,U = fP,I or mM,I = mP,U > mM,U = mP,I . In Appendix 3.7, we
relax this assumption and also consider the case where the symbiont affects lifespan
through newborn establishment probability (sM,I = sP,U > sM,U = sP,I).
To find the equilibrium fraction of infected hosts in patches M and P, we must
solve

∆iM = 0
∆iP = 0
for the fraction of infected hosts in each patch, iM and iP .
To do this, we must write down formulas for the change in infected hosts in
a patch. The fraction of infected hosts in a patch should increase if an infected
newborn establishes and an uninfected adult dies. It should decrease if an uninfected
newborn establishes and an infected adult dies. All other events (newborn failing to
establish, uninfected newborn establishing in place of an uninfected adult, infected
newborn establishing in place of an infected adult) should not lead to a change in the
frequency of infected hosts in the patch.
Because each patch is of size
N
2
, the addition or subtraction of a single infected
host should change the frequency of infected hosts in the patch by
1
N/2
=
2
N
. The
rate of change in frequency in infected hosts in a patch should then be
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∆iq
∆t
=
2
N
[Pr(Infected host establishes) · Pr(Uninfected host dies)−
Pr(Uninfected host establishes) · Pr(Infected host dies)]
where t is time in units of host births, such that one host is born every time t
increases by 1 and ∆iq and ∆t refer to the change over one time step.
Equations 3.1 and 3.3 give the probability that a single host in patch q will repro-
duce or die. By multiplying these probabilities by the total number number of infected
(iqN/2) or uninfected ((1− iq)N/2) hosts in patch q, we can get the probability that
the patch as a whole will produce a newborn or lose an adult of each infection sta-
tus. Then, using Equation 3.2 for the newborn establishment probabilities and taking
into account the fact that newborn hosts may enter a patch via dispersal, the rate of
change in the fraction of infected hosts is
∆iq
∆t
=
1
Nfmq
·
{[((1− d)(fq,U(1− iq) + fq,I(1− v)iq) + d(fq′,U(1− iq′) + fq′,I(1− v)iq′))hiq+
((1− d)fq,Iviq + dfq′,Iviq′)] · sI,qmq,U(1− iq)−
[(1− d)(fq,U(1− iq) + fq,I(1− v)iM)+
d(fq′,U(1− iq′) + fq′,I(1− v)iq′)] (1− hiq) · sU,qmq,Iiq}
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where q represents patch M or P , and q′ is the other patch. Note that the rate of
change is now scaled by
1
N
, because there are
N
2
hosts in the patch which each have
their chance to reproduce scaled by
1
N
. Dividing both sides by
1
N
and taking the
limit as N →∞ allows us to study the system in continuous time, τ , where τ = tN .
Finally, by constraining all fecundities and mortalities (fM,U , mM,U etc.) to be
greater than 0, we can ensure that the average fecundity, f , and both average mortal-
ities, mM and mP are always greater than 0. Then we can solve the slightly simpler
set of equations

fmM
diM
dτ
= 0
fmP
diP
dτ
= 0
(3.5)
We solve this system numerically using Mathematica version 11.1 (Wolfram Re-
search Inc., 2017).
It is possible that some of the equilibrium fractions of infected hosts may not be
stable. To find stable equilibria, we select those solutions of equation 3.5 for which
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian are negative. The Jacobian is defined as
J =

∂
(
diM
dτ
)
∂iM
∂
(
diM
dτ
)
∂iP
∂
(
diP
dτ
)
∂iM
∂
(
diP
dτ
)
∂iP

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We find the eigenvalues of the Jacobian at each equilibrium numerically using
Mathematica and select those equilibria that are stable for invasion analysis.
3.6.2 Transmission mode evolution: Host control
We can now investigate transmission mode evolution when transmission is a host trait.
We want to find the invasion fitness of a mutant host with slightly different horizontal
and vertical transmission rates than the resident. To do this, we can think of the
growth of the mutant when rare as a multitype branching process (Lehmann et al.,
2016). We write a matrix (Xt) that gives the expected number of mutants produced
by an uninfected or infected mutant in each patch every time step (measuring time in
units of host births, t). Rows of Xt correspond to the location and infection status of
mutants produced. The first two rows correspond to uninfected and infected mutants
produced in patch M, and the third and fourth rows are the same for patch P. Columns
of Xt correspond to the type of mutant producing a new mutant (or “producing” itself
by surviving to the next time step). Columns are in the same order as rows. Then
we have

# Uninfected mutants in M at t+ 1
# Infected mutants in M at t+ 1
# Uninfected mutants in P at t+ 1
# Infected mutants in P at t+ 1

= Xt

# Uninfected mutants in M at t
# Infected mutants in M at t
# Uninfected mutants in P at t
# Infected mutants in P at t

To find Xt, let A be a matrix that gives the probability a mutant gives birth to
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an uninfected or infected offspring that successfully establish in each patch (rows and
columns in same order as in Xt). Let B be a matrix that gives the probability that
an uninfected or infected mutant in each patch dies. Then
Xt = I + A−B
where I is the identity matrix and indicates that besides giving birth and dying,
mutants may simply persist in the population from one time step to the next.
We can get the probabilities in A from the product of Equations 3.1 and 3.2. The
probabilities we need for A are the following:
Pr(Uninfected mutant produces uninfected offspring) =
Pr(U, q → U, q) = (1− d)fq,U
Nf
(1− h∗iq)sq,U , if offspring stays in q
Pr(U, q → U, q′) = dfq,U
Nf
(1− h∗iq′)sq′,U , if offspring disperses to q′
(3.6)
Pr(Uninfected mutant produces infected offspring) =
Pr(U, q → I, q) = (1− d)fq,U
Nf
h∗iqsq,I , if offspring stays in q
Pr(U, q → I, q′) = dfq,U
Nf
h∗iq′sq′,I , if offspring disperses to q′
(3.7)
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Pr(Infected mutant produces uninfected offspring) =
Pr(I, q → U, q) = (1− d)fq,I(1− v
∗)
Nf
(1− h∗iq)sq,U , if offspring stays in q
Pr(I, q → U, q′) = dfq,I(1− v
∗)
Nf
(1− h∗iq′)sq′,U , if offspring disperses to q′
(3.8)
Pr(Infected mutant produces infected offspring) =
Pr(I, q → I, q) = (1− d)(fq,I(1− v
∗)
Nf
h∗iqsq,I +
fq,Iv
∗
Nf
sq,I), if offspring stays in q
Pr(I, q → I, q′) = d(1− d)(fq,I(1− v
∗)
Nf
h∗iq′sq′,I +
fq,Iv
∗
Nf
sq′,I), if offspring disperses to q
′
(3.9)
Using the above probabilities of mutant reproduction, we can write A as
A =

Pr(U,M → U,M) Pr(I,M → U,M) Pr(U, P → U,M) Pr(I, P → U,M)
Pr(U,M → I,M) Pr(I,M → I,M) Pr(U, P → I,M) Pr(I, P → I,M)
Pr(U,M → U, P ) Pr(I,M → U, P ) Pr(U, P → U, P ) Pr(I, P → U, P )
Pr(U,M → I, P ) Pr(I,M → I, P ) Pr(U, P → I, P ) Pr(I, P → I, P )

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Because all cases in Equations 3.6 - 3.9 have a
1
N
term, we can re-write A as
A =
1
N
A′
Unlike A, A′ does not depend on N .
To find B, we start from the fact that, if a newborn establishes in patch q, an
adult host in the patch has a
2
N
· m
mq
chance of dying (since there are
N
2
hosts in each
of patch M and P). Because the population is comprised almost entirely of residents,
the probability that a newborn establishes can be approximated using the probability
that a newborn resident establishes. For patch q, where the other patch is q′, a host
(mutant or resident) with mortality m has a probability of dying of
Pr(A given host in patch q dies) =
2m
Nmq
Pr(A newborn resident establishes in q)
where
Pr(A newborn resident establishes in q) =
1
2f
[(1− d)(fq,U(1− iq) + fq,I(1− v)iq) + d(fq′,U(1− iq′) + fq′,I(1− v)iq′)]·
((1− hiq)sq,U + hiqsq,I) + ((1− d)fq,Iviq + dfq′,Iviq′)sq,I ≡
1
2
bq (3.10)
The
1
2
in the probability a resident establishes is due to the fact that each patch
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represents only half of the population and thus has its probability of reproducing
normalized by
1
2f
. We separate it out from the rest of the expression (bq) to make it
easier to deal with A - B later. This gives
Pr(A given host in patch q dies) =
m
Nmq
bq (3.11)
We can then write B as
B =
1
N
·

bM
mM,U
mM
0 0 0
0 bM
mM,I
mM
0 0
0 0 bP
mP,U
mP
0
0 0 0 bP
mP,I
mP

All the nonzero entries of B have a
1
N
term. We can re-write B in terms of
1
N
and B′, a matrix that does not depend on N .
B =
1
N
B′
Then we can write Xt as
Xt = I +
1
N
(A′ −B′)
One problem with Xt is that as N →∞, Xt → I. To fix this, we rescale time in
units of τ = tN . Then the expected number of mutants produced per mutant of each
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patch and infection status can be written as
Xτ = X
N
t = (I +
1
N
(A′ −B′))N
As the population size goes to infinity, we get the following formula for Xτ
lim
N→∞
Xτ = lim
N→∞
(I +
1
N
(A′ −B′))N = eA′−B′ (3.12)
The mutant should invade if the leading eigenvalue of Xτ > 1 when the resident
is at equilibrium. Assuming mutations in transmission mode are small, we can trace
the evolutionary trajectory of a population by seeing which mutant with similar
transmission rates can invade, and then looking to see what transmission rates allow
invasion of that mutant when it is the resident. Practically, this means finding the
derivative of the leading eigenvalue of Xτ at a range of resident transmission rates (a
positive derivative means a mutant with a slightly higher transmission rate can invade,
and a negative derivative means one with a lower transmission rate can invade). We
then use these derivatives to trace the path of transmission mode evolution.
3.6.3 Transmission mode evolution: Symbiont control
When transmission is a symbiont trait, we again investigate the invasion fitness of a
mutant with slightly different transmission rates than the resident. We will follow the
same general procedure as for host control. However, since a mutant symbiont should
spread in the population if it can infected more hosts than the resident symbiont, we
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will track the number of mutants in units of hosts infected.
Let Xt be the expected number of hosts infected with mutant symbionts in patches
M and P by a mutant symbiont in each patch. The first and second rows of Xt will
give the infections produced in patches M and P, respectively. The columns of Xt will
likewise correspond to the location of the symbiont that produces the new infection.
# Hosts infected with mutant in M at t+ 1
# Hosts infected with mutant in P at t+ 1
 =
Xt
# Hosts infected with mutant in M at t
# Hosts infected with mutant in P at t

We can again define Xt = I+A−B, where A is a matrix that gives the probability
that a mutant symbiont produces a new in infection in each patch, and B gives the
probability that a host infected with the mutant dies. Because a symbiont can produce
an infection via horizontal or vertical transmission, we will write A as the sum of Av
and Ah, the probability a mutant produces a new infection via vertical or horizontal
transmission. We can get Av from the probability a newborn host is born infected
(Equation 3.1) and the probability a host born infected establishes (Equation 3.2).
Av =
1
Nf
(1− d)v∗fM,IsM,I dv∗fP,IsM,I
dv∗fM,IsP,I (1− d)v∗fP,IsP,I

Because horizontal transmission is local, infections produced by horizontal trans-
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mission can only appear in the same patch as the original mutant symbiont, meaning
Ah’s off-diagonal entries will be 0. Infections produced by horizontal transmission
depend both on the mutant’s horizontal transmission rate, its chance of being chosen
as the newborn’s infectious contact (
2
N
), and on the number of incoming symbionts
that are uninfected. The probability that a host is born uninfected in turn depends
on the resident’s vertical transmission rate (v). The diagonal entries of Ah will then
be
Pr(Horizontal transmission in q) =
2
Nf
((1− d)(fq,U(1− iq) + (1− v)fq,Iiq) + d(fq′,U(1− iq′) + (1− v)fq′,Iiq′))h∗sM,I
where q is the patch the host is arriving in and q′ is the other patch. Then,
Ah =
Pr(Horizontal transmission in M) 0
0 Pr(Horizontal transmission in P )

The probability that a mutant symbiont dies depends on the rate of newborn hosts
establishing in its patch. This is given by Equation 3.11, which will be the diagonal
entries of B. (As in the host case, the off-diagonal entries of B will be 0.)
B =
Pr(Host in M dies) 0
0 Pr(Host in P dies)

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We can now see that A = Av +Ah and B have
1
N
terms in them. We can re-write
A and B as A =
1
N
A′ and B =
1
N
B′, where A′ and B′ do not depend on N . Then
the growth rate of a mutant symbiont in time units of τ = tN is Xτ = e
A′−B′ as
N →∞.
Again the mutant should invade if the leading eigenvalue of Xτ > 1 when the
resident is at ecological equilibrium.
3.7 Chapter appendix: Supplementary figures
3.7.1 Summary of simulation model
chance of
vertical infection
newborn
disperses
chance of
horizontal
infection
newborn
establishes
host dies
newborn
is born
1
2
3
4
5
6
Figure 3.5: The events of a single time step. The host population has overlapping
generations, and a single birth and death happen each time step. Numbers indicate
the order the events happen in the simulations.
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3.7.2 Alternate equilibria
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Figure 3.6: Host transmission mode evolution when the symbiont affects lifespan. For
transmission rate pairs that have two ecological equilibria, the second equilibrium is
shown (the first is shown in the main text). The evolutionary trajectories (black
arrows) are not qualitatively different from the trajectories when the other ecological
equilibria are used. The ESSs (black stars) are also the same. (The transmission rates
with different ecological equilibria occur in a band at the transition from high to low
fractions of infected hosts in Patch P). Parameters: fM,U = fM,I = fP,U = fP,I = 1,
mM,I = mP,U = 0.5, mM,U = mP,I = 1.
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3.7.3 Symbiont affects newborn establishment probability
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Figure 3.7: Host transmission mode evolution when the symbiont affects newborn host
establishment probability. Fraction of infected hosts and evolutionary trajectories are
nearly identical to the case where the symbiont affects adult host mortality. Panels a-
f: first set of ecological equilibria. Panels g-j: alternate ecological equilibria. As is the
case when the symbiont affects lifespan through newborn establishment probability,
low dispersal rates have two possible ecological equilibria at some points. The points
with two equilibria are the band of transmission rates at the transition from low
to high infection in Patch P. Stars indicate ESSs. Parameters: sM,U = sP,I = 0.5,
sM,I = sP,U = fM,U = fM,I = fP,U = fP,I = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mM,I = 1.
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3.7.4 Symbiont affects fecundity - other dispersal rates
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Figure 3.8: Host evolution when the symbiont affects fecundity at more disper-
sal rates. Symbiont containment at a given vertical transmission probability re-
quires progressively lower horizontal transmission as dispersal increases. Parameters:
fM,U = fP,I = 0.5, fM,I = fP,U = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = sM,U = sM,I =
sP,U = sP,I = 1.
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3.7.5 Symbiont affects fecundity more strongly in one patch
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Figure 3.9: Host evolution when the symbiont affects fecundity, and the cost of infec-
tion in Patch P is not equal to the benefit of infection in Patch M. Panels a-f: symbiont
is more harmful in Patch P than beneficial in Patch M. Panels g-l: symbiont is more
beneficial in Patch M than harmful in Patch P. When dispersal is maximum (d = 0.5,
panels c,f,i,l), hosts evolve toward either loss of the symbiont or complete infection.
At lower dispersal rates, a higher fecundity cost than benefit causes all trajectories to
lead to the point (h = 0, v = 1), rather than some evolving towards complete infec-
tion. However, a higher fecundity benefit causes more trajectories to lead to complete
infection at low dispersal rates compared to when costs and benefits are equal. Param-
eters: fP,U = fM,I = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = sM,U = sM,I = sP,U = sP,I = 1,
panels a-f: fM,U = 0.75, fP,I = 0.5; panels g-l: fM,U = 0.5, fP,I = 0.75.
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3.7.6 Small effect on a second fitness component
Effects act in same direction
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Figure 3.10: Host evolution when infected hosts have increased lifespan and fecundity
in M-patches and decreased lifespan and fecundity in P-patches. In panels a-f, the
symbiont strongly affects lifespan, with a small effect on fecundity. In panels g-l, the
effect sizes are reversed. The evolutionary trajectories mainly behave as if the smaller
effect were absent. However, when the symbiont mainly affects fecundity, the small
effect on lifespan allows hosts to evolve to the point (h = 1, v = 0), where there are
slightly more infected hosts in Patch M. Parameters: fM,I = fP,U = sM,I = sP,U =
mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = 1, panels a-f: fM,U = fP,I = 0.99, sM,U = sP,I = 0.5,
panels g-l: fM,U = fP,I = 0.5, sM,U = sP,I = 0.99.
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Effects act in opposite directions
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Figure 3.11: Host evolution when infected hosts have one component of fitness in-
creased in M-patches and the other decreased, with the reverse happening in the
P-patches. (We call M-patches the patches where the more strongly affected com-
ponent is increased.) In panels a-f, the symbiont strongly affects lifespan, with a
small effect on fecundity. In panels g-l, the effect sizes are reversed. The evolutionary
trajectories mainly behave as if the smaller effect were absent. However, when the
symbiont mainly affects fecundity, the small effect on lifespan allows hosts either com-
plete infection or loss of the symbiont. Parameters: panels a-f: fM,I = fP,U = 0.99,
sM,U = sP,I = 0.5, fM,U = fP,I = sM,I = sP,U = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = 1
panels g-l: fM,U = fP,I = 0.5, sM,I = sP,U = 0.99, fM,I = fP,U = sM,U = sP,I = 1.
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3.7.7 Symbiont affects fecundity conditionally, uncondition-
ally decreases lifespan
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Figure 3.12: Host evolution when symbiont conditionally affects fecundity (increasing
it in Patch M and decreasing it in Patch P) and slightly decreases lifespan in both
patches. Just like having an additional fecundity cost (as in Figure 3.9), trajectories
that would previously lead to complete infection now lead to symbiont containment
(panels a,b,d,e). Trajectories largely lead to the point (h = 0, v = 1) as in Figure 3.9.
Unlike the case where the costs are purely to fecundity, some trajectories now also
lead to complete horizontal and little vertical transmission (bottom right of panels
a,b,d,e). When dispersal is at its maximum, the lifespan cost allows hosts to lose the
infection, just as the fecundity cost in Figure 3.9 did. Parameters: fM,U = fP,I = 0.5,
sM,I = sP,I = 0.875, fM,I = fP,I = sM,U = sP,U = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = 1.
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3.7.8 Symbiont affects lifespan conditionally, unconditionally
decreases fecundity
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Figure 3.13: Host transmission mode evolution: the addition of an unconditional cost
to infection increases the fraction of evolutionary trajectories leading to symbiont
containment. In the top panels (a-f), the symbiont increases lifespan in Patch M
more than it decreases lifespan in Patch P. In the bottom panels (g-l), the symbiont’s
effect on lifespan stays the same, but now all infected hosts have decreases fecundity.
In response to this, trajectories that led to symbiont containment in the top panels
now lead to symbiont containment. Parameters: a-f: sM,U = 0.5, sP,U = 0.75,
sM,I = sP,U = fM,U = fM,I = fP,U = fP,I = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = 1; g-l:
sM,U = 0.5, sP,U = 0.75, fM,I = fP,I = 0.875, sM,I = sP,U = fM,U = fP,U = mM,U =
mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = 1.
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3.7.9 Simulation fraction of infected hosts
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Figure 3.14: Fraction of infected hosts in each patch when host evolution is simulated
in a population of 200 hosts. Coordinates give the average transmission probability
at the end of a simulation; color indicates the fraction of infected hosts. White
circles with black borders indicate simulations where no hosts are infected in the
patch. At low dispersal rates, few hosts in P-patches are infected, even where the
transmission probabilities are high enough to sustain infection. Parameters (same as
Figure 4): 2 patches, N = 200, mutation rate = 0.02, mutation standard deviation
= 0.05, spontaneous infection probability = 0.005, panels a-f: fM,U = fP,I = 0.5,
fM,I = fP,U = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = sM,U = sM,I = sP,U = sP,I = 1, panels
g-l: mM,I = mP,U = 0.5, fM,U = fM,I = fP,U = fP,I = mM,U = MP,I = sM,U = sM,I =
sP,U = sP,I = 1.
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3.7.10 Simulations with larger population size
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Figure 3.15: Simulations of host transmission evolution in larger populations
(N=1000). Simulations behave largely like the smaller population case. Popula-
tions evolved for 5 · 107 time steps, starting from a grid of points spaced 0.1 apart
(five simulations run per start point). Simulations were allowed to equilibrate for
20000 time steps before evolution began. Plots show transmission rates at last time
step. Newborn hosts had a 1% (during equilibration, 5%) chance of spontaneous
infection if they failed to get infected horizontally or vertically. Parameters: N =
1000, total patches = 2. Plots a - f, sM,U = sP,I = 0.5, sM,I = sP,U = fM,U = fM,I =
fP,U = fP,I = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = 1. Plots g - l: fM,U = fP,I = 0.5,
fM,I = fP,U = sM,U = sM,I = sP,U = sP,I = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = 1
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3.7.11 Symbiont controls transmission
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Figure 3.16: Ecological equilibria and symbiont evolutionary trajectories for an infi-
nite population (ecological equilibria are the same as in Figure 3 in the main text,
because they are not affected by which partner transmission evolves in). Sym-
bionts always evolve complete vertical transmission and enough horizontal transmis-
sion to sustain complete infection in both patches. Panels a-f: symbiont affects
host lifespan, panels g-l: symbiont affects host fecundity. Parameters: 2 patches,
N = 200, mutation rate = 0.02, mutation standard deviation = 0.05, spontaneous
infection probability = 0.005, panels a-f: fM,U = fP,I = 0.5, fM,I = fP,U = 1,
sM,U = sM,I = sP,U = sP,I = 1; panels g-l: fM,U = fP,I = fM,I = fP,U = 1,
sM,U = sP,I = 0.5, sM,I = sP,U = 0.5.
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Figure 3.17: Finite population simulations of symbiont transmission evolution. Sym-
bionts evolve high vertical transmission. Simulation run for 107 time steps, starting
from a grid of points spaced 0.1 apart (one simulation run per start point). Plots
show transmission rates at last time step. Parameters: 2 patches, N = 200, muta-
tion rate = 0.02, mutation standard deviation = 0.05, panels a-f: sM,U = sP,I = 0.5,
sM,I = sP,U = fM,U = fM,I = fP,U = fP,I = mM,U = mM,I = mP,U = mP,I = 1; panels
g-l: fM,U = fP,I = 0.5, fM,I = fP,U = sM,U = sM,I = sP,U = sP,I = mM,U = mM,I =
mP,U = mP,I = 1.
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3.7.12 Unequal numbers of M- and P- patches
Symbiont affects lifespan
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Figure 3.18: Host evolution where there are unequal numbers of M- and P-patches
and the symbiont affects host lifespan (through establishment probability). Hosts
are able to contain the symbiont through a combination of between-patch transmis-
sion polymorphism (low dispersal), pure vertical transmission (low and intermediate
dispersal), and pure horizontal transmission (all dispersal rates). Simulations were
run for populations with 3 patches of 100 hosts each. 2 patches were either M- (top
rows) or P-patches (bottom rows), with the final patch being the opposite type. Dis-
persal rates were chosen based on the rate needed for newborns to have an equal
chance to end up in any patch (0.67 vs. 0.5 for the 2-patch case). 242 simula-
tions were run for 1.5 · 107 time steps, with averages from the last time step plot-
ted. Mutation rate = 0.02, mutation standard deviation = 0.05, sM,U = sP,I = 0.5,
sM,I = sP,U = fM,U = fM,I = fP,U = fP,I = 1.
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Symbiont affects fecundity
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Figure 3.19: Host evolution where there are unequal numbers of M- and P-patches
and the symbiont affects host lifespan. At low dispersal rates, the symbiont is largely
contained to M-patches, probably due to a combination of pure vertical transmission
and between-patch transmission polymorphism. At high dispersal rates, hosts are
unable to contain the symbiont to M-patches. Infection either spreads to all hosts
(when M-patches are more common) or is lost from the population (when P-patches
are more common). Parameters as in Figure 3.18, except fM,U = fP,I = 0.5, fM,I =
fP,U = sM,U = sM,I = sP,U = sP,I = 1.
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3.7.13 Basic reproductive number
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Figure 3.20: The average basic reproductive number (R0) as a function of transmission
probability in an infinite, monomorphic population. The average R0 decreases some-
what as the infection transitions from contained to not contained, probably due to an
increase in infection in patch P, where R0 is lower, bringing the average down. Pa-
rameters: panels a-c sM,U = sP,I = 0.5, d-f: mM,U = mP,I = 2, g-i: fM,U = fP,I = 0.5;
all other establishment probabilities, mortalities, and fecundities = 1.
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3.7.14 Establishment vs. mortality effects
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of the magnitudes of the derivatives of mutant growth
rates when the symbiont affects establishment or mortality. (Establishment effects
divided by mortality effects.) Derivatives always point in the same direction, but
establishment effects lead to a smaller magnitude of the derivative, with the difference
in magnitude depending on the transmission probabilities, dispersal rate, and the
partner “controlling” transmission evolution. Differences are due to the fact that
mortality effects depend on the infection status of patchmates, while establishment
effects do not. Effect strength: sM,U = sP,I = 0.5 or mM,I = mP,U = 0.5; for both
effects fM,U = fM,I = fP,U = fP,I = sM,I = sP,U = mM,U = mP,I = 1.
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Chapter 4
Evolution of transmission mode in
conditional mutualisms with
temporal variation in symbiont
quality
4.1 Abstract
Some symbioses are neither purely mutualistic nor purely parasitic. Instead, sym-
bionts in these conditional mutualisms can be beneficial or harmful depending on the
environmental context. Such symbioses pose a dilemma for hosts, who benefit from
infection only when the symbiont is beneficial. Hosts might potentially adjust their
transmission of the symbiont to contain it to the times and places where it is benefi-
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cial, but it is not clear whether vertical transmission, horizontal transmission, both,
or neither is best suited for this task. As transmission mode affects the direction
of selection on the benefits and costs symbionts provide to their hosts, understand-
ing which transmission mode will evolve is important for predicting the long-term
evolution of the symbiosis. We simulate transmission evolution in hosts in a context-
dependent symbiosis experiencing both spatial and temporal environmental variation.
We find that when the symbiont affects host lifespan, but not fecundity, horizontal
transmission can be used to contain the symbiont to times and locations where it
is beneficial. On the other hand, synchronicity in environmental state across loca-
tions allows vertical transmission as method of symbiont containment. We also find
an emergent trade-off between horizontal and vertical transmission, suggesting that
physiological constraints are not required for systems to evolve limits on the total
amount of transmission.
4.2 Introduction
Symbiosis is ubiquitous in our world. Virtually all multicellular organisms engage in
it, and examples of both mutualistic and parasitic symbioses have been discovered
in an enormous range of species. Many symboses are in fact neither purely parasitic
nor purely mutualistic. The costs and benefits of these interactions instead depend
on the environmental context (Bronstein, 1994; Chamberlain et al., 2014; Daskin and
Alford, 2012; Hoeksema et al., 2010). For example, the bacterial symbiont Hamil-
tonella defensa protects its aphid host from parasitoid wasps and is highly beneficial
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when wasps are present (Oliver et al., 2003). However, in the absence of parasitoids,
infection with H. defensa can have negative effects, including shortening aphid lifes-
pan (Vorburger and Gouskov, 2011) and increasing susceptibility to predation by
ladybugs (Polin et al., 2014).
Context-dependent symbioses have been found in an enormous range of species,
from symbioses between Symbiodinium dinoflagellates and corals (Baker et al., 2013)
to those between intestinal nematodes and mice (Sutherland et al., 2011) between try-
panosomes and squirrels (Munger and Holmes, 1988). Bacteria are not just context-
dependent symbionts but also hosts to their own conditionally mutualistic plasmids
(Carroll and Wong, 2018), while fungi are engaged in a wide variety context-dependent
interactions interactions, including with grasses as fungal endophytes (Afkhami and
Rudgers, 2009; Cheplick et al., 1989; Davitt et al., 2011; Yule et al., 2011), with plants
as mycorrhizae (Heath and Tiffin, 2007; Hoeksema et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 1997),
and with insect hosts, including bark beetles (Klepzig and Six, 2004) and black flies
(McCreadie et al., 2005).
While extensive theory exists for the evolution of purely mutualistic and purely
parasitic interactions, less is known about the evolution of context-dependent sym-
bioses. With the many context-dependent interactions already known and likely
waiting to be discovered, this is an important gap for our understanding of species
interactions.
Previous theory on context-dependent symbioses focused on two main set of ques-
tions. The first set considers the effects of context dependence in factors other than
the cost and benefits of symbiosis. Theory in this set has investigated the effects of
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context-dependent transmission (Gundel et al., 2008), host birth rates (Ferris and
Best, 2018), environmental productivity (Harrison et al., 2013; Poisot et al., 2012),
and the specificity of selection (Mostowy and Engelstadter, 2011). The second cate-
gory of models deals with context-dependence in the costs and benefits of symbiosis
itself, more similar to the setting that we are considering. Vale et al. (2011) modeled a
parasitic interaction where the costs of being parasitized depended on environmental
conditions, and showed this affects the fraction of infected hosts and the opportunity
for selection. Nuismer et al. (2003), Gomulkiewicz et al. (2003), and O’Brien et al.
(2018) model interactions that range from mutualistic to parasitic and study host-
symbiont coevolution in their interactions with each other, including in the presence
of a third species (Gomulkiewicz et al., 2003) and along abiotic gradients (O’Brien
et al., 2018).
One of the most important aspects of any symbiosis is how the partners come
(or stay) together, i.e., the mode of transmission of the symbiont. For non-context-
dependent interactions, the mode of transmission of symbionts is already known to
have a strong impact on the distribution and evolution of the symbiosis. In the ab-
sence of other feedbacks, symbionts that are transmitted vertically (from parent to
offspring) have been found experimentally and theoretically to evolve toward reduce
virulence and even mutualism, while symbionts that are transmitted horizontally have
been found to evolve intermediate levels of virulence that maximize their transmission
(Akc¸ay, 2015; Alizon et al., 2009; Ewald, 1987; Ferdy and Godelle, 2005; Shapiro and
Turner, 2014; Stewart et al., 2005; Werren et al., 2008; Yamamura, 1993). Transmis-
sion is likely to be important in the evolution of context-dependent symbioses as well,
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but much less is known about transmission evolution in this context.
Previously, we modeled how the tranmission mode evolves in a symbiosis in an
environment where the costs and benefits vary in space so that the symbiosis is
beneficial to the host in some patches but detriemntal in others Brown and Akc¸ay
(2019). In this setting, the hosts might be expected to evolve a transmission mode
that allows them to acquire the symbiont only when it is beneficial and not otherwise.
Specifically, one might imagine horizontal transmission to do the trick. However, we
showed that achieving such “containment” of the symbiont where it is beneficial is
rendered non-trivial by the eco-evolutionary dynamics of the infection. In this setting,
whether containment is achieved depends on both the newborn dispersal rate and the
component of host fitness the symbiont affected. We showed that populations might
evolve fully vertical transmission when the dispersal rate was low and parents’ and
offsprings’ environments were highly correlated. Conversely, when the dispersal rate
was high, hosts evolve to acquire the symbiont horizontally from neighbors, but only
when it affected their lifespan and not when it affected their fecundity. This was
because only lifespan effects lead to clearing of the infection in patches where it is
detrimental so that the presence of horizontally acquired symbionts indicates that the
infection is beneficial.
In this paper, we investigate how temporal in addition to spatial variability in
costs and benefits of symbiosis affects transmission mode evolution.
Temporally variable environments pose distinct challenges and potentially oppor-
tunities to hosts. In particular, hosts in a temporally variable environment cannot
permanently contain the symbiont to the location where it is beneficial, as this lo-
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cation will change over time. Hosts must now adapt their transmission to allow for
fast lost or gain of the symbiont in response to changes in environmental conditions.
Temporally variable environments also present another puzzle to hosts, if environ-
mental conditions are similar between locations. In this case, the correlation between
parent and offspring environments may increase, potentially increasing the viability
of vertical transmission, but also posing a problem by removing a reservoir of hosts
with the appropriate infection status for different environmental conditions.
We model transmission mode evolution in a spatially and temporally variable
environment composed of two patches with varying degrees of synchronicity in envi-
ronmental state. We find that, as in the purely spatial case, hosts can only evolve
horizontal transmission when the symbiont affects their lifespan. However, increas-
ing synchronicity allows hosts whose symbiont affects fecundity to rely on vertical
transmission of the symbiont even at high newborn dispersal rates. We also find
that, unlike the spatial case, pure horizontal or vertical transmission never evolves.
Instead, hosts always evolve mixed transmission modes to allow subpopulations to
quickly lose and gain the symbiont when the environment changes.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 The model
We model a population composed of two subpopulations residing in two patches that
can experience different environmental conditions. Each patch contains a fixed num-
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ber of hosts equal to half the total population. Each time step, a host is chosen to
give birth, and, if the newborn survives, an adult in the newborn’s patch is chosen to
die. Hosts may be infected with a conditionally mutualistic symbiont whose effect on
its host varies depending on the state of the environment. Specifically, the patches
experience (potentially different) environments that vary over time between two pos-
sible environmental states, State M and State P. In State M, the symbiont benefits its
host, increasing its fitness above that of uninfected hosts. In State P, the symbiont is
harmful, and infected hosts have lower fitness than uninfected. Each environmental
state lasts for a fixed amount of time before changing to the other state. (In the
main text, States M and P last for the same amount of time. In the appendix to
this chapter, we consider unequal amounts of time spent in each state.) We call the
time the environment spends in one cycle of State M and State P the time scale of
environmental change, sometimes shortened to time scale.
4.3.2 Synchronicity of environmental states
We investigate different degrees of synchronicity between the environmental states in
Patches 1 and 2 (Figure 4.1). At one extreme of the synchronicity continuum, the
environmental states in the two patches are completely synchronized, and the two
patches are in the same state at all times. On the other end of the spectrum, the
patches are completely asynchronous and in opposite states at all times. We also
investigate intermediate degrees of synchronicity. We refer to the amount by which
the state of Patch 1 lags behind the state of Patch 2 as the offset (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Different levels of synchronicity in environmental state. The offset mea-
sures the difference, as a fraction of the time scale of environmental change, between
the start of an environmental state in Patch 1 and the start of the same state in
Patch 2. An offset of 0 indicates complete synchronicity, while an offset of 0.5 indi-
cates complete asynchronicity. Thin black lines indicate the time a patch spends in
State M, and thick gray lines indicate the time it spends in State P.
For comparison between different time scales of environmental change, we calculate
the offset as a fraction of the time scale. An offset of 0 indicates patches are com-
pletely synchronous, while an offset of 0.5 indicates complete asynchronicity. We also
investigate offsets of 0.125 (patches spend three-quarters of their time in the same
state), 0.25 (patches spend half their time in the same state), and 0.375 (patches
spend one-quarter of their time in the same state).
4.3.3 Symbiont effects on host fitness
We consider two possible ways the symbiont may affect its host. First, the symbiont
may affect its host’s lifespan, increasing infected hosts’ lifespan relative to uninfected
hosts in State M, and decreasing it in State P. In the main text, we model effects on
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lifespan through adult host mortality. Hosts with the beneficial infection status for
the current environmental state have a lower chance of dying when a newborn host
settles in their patch. This is similar to the case where the symbiont affects lifespan
through newborn host survival, which we show in the appendix. The other possibility
is that the symbiont affects host fecundity. We model this as increasing the chances
that a host with a beneficial infection status for its environmental state will be chosen
to reproduce in any given time step.
We model base fecundity, F , and mortality, M , for each host as variables that
depend on their infection status and the environmental state. The chance a particular
host gives birth or dies is determined by its base fecundity or mortality compared to
the rest of the population (fecundity) or patch (mortality). For a single time step,
the probabilities are
Pr (Host i gives birth) =
Fi∑
j∈population Fj
(4.1)
Pr (Host i dies — newborn settles in i’s patch) =
Mi∑
j∈host i’s patchMj
(4.2)
When the symbiont affects host lifespan, hosts with the harmful infection status
(hosts uninfected in State in M or infected in State P) have base mortality M = 1,
while hosts with the beneficial infection status have base mortality M = m < 1. For
the main text results, we set m = 0.5. When the symbiont affects fecundity, we set
the parameters similarly, except that it is beneficial to have a higher fecundity, so
hosts with the beneficial infection status have base fecundity F = 1. Hosts with the
harmful infection status have fecundity F = f < 1. We set f = 0.5 for the main text.
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When the symbiont does not affect an aspect of fitness, we set all base values for that
aspect to 1.
4.3.4 Transmission and dispersal
Symbionts in our model can be transmitted between hosts vertically or horizontally.
Each host has genetically determined horizontal and vertical transmission probabili-
ties that give their probability of acquiring the symbiont via each mode of transmis-
sion. To understand the optimal transmission combination in the absence of biological
constraints on transmission, we allow the transmission probabilities to mutate inde-
pendently and to be any combination of values in the region [0, 1]2.
After a newborn is born and has possibly mutated, if its parent is infected, it has
a chance to acquire the symbiont via vertical transmission from its parent. After this,
the newborn has a chance to disperse to the other patch. We model the dispersal
rate as the probability that the newborn leaves its natal patch. At a dispersal rate of
0 the patches behave as separate populations, and at 0.5, the newborn has an equal
chance of being in either patch.
If the newborn is still uninfected after it arrives in its final patch, it has a chance
to become infected via horizontal transmission. We select a random neighbor in the
patch, who, if infected, has a chance to infect the newborn. To prevent the symbiont
from being permanently lost from the population, newborns also have a small chance
(0.5%) of becoming spontaneously infected if they fail to get infected horizontally. We
assume infection can only happen when individuals are newborns and do not allow
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the newborn to infect adults or adults to infect each other.
4.3.5 Measures of ecological and evolutionary outcomes
We are interested in the transmission mode hosts evolve and how this relates to the
ecological dynamics of infection. We calculate the average horizontal and vertical
transmission probabilities over
To understand the ecological dynamics, we find the average fraction of infected
hosts in each environmental state over a whole number of cycles of environmental
change. As hosts are likely to benefit most from transmission probabilities that
generate a high fraction of infected hosts in State M and a low fraction in State P, we
also calculate the difference between the average fraction of infected hosts in State
M and the average fraction infected in State P. We call this difference the symbiont
containment.
symbiont containment =
fraction of hosts infected in State M− fraction infected in State P
4.3.6 Simulations and numerical analysis
We simulated a context-dependent symbiosis in Julia version 0.6.2 and 0.7.0 (Bezan-
son et al., 2017). Code for the simulations was adapted from Brown and Akc¸ay (2019)
and is available on Github. We simulated a population of 200 hosts, initiated with
50% infection in each patch. To understand transmission evolution, we ran simula-
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tions for 2 ·107 time steps (106 generations, long simulations). We started simulations
at a grid of 9 initial transmission probabilities, with the horizontal and vertical trans-
mission probabilities each either 0, 0.5, or 1. We ran 3 replicate simulations for each
set of initial conditions.
We also simulated the ecological dynamics of infection without transmission evo-
lution using a similar procedure. In this case, we ran simulations for 5 cycles of
environmental change and found the average infection over the last cycle. We started
simulations from a grid of 121 evenly spaced initial transmission probabilities, spaced
0.1 apart. We ran 5 replicate simulations for each set of initial conditions.
We analyzed all simulations using the package pandas (McKinney, 2010, v 2.3.4) in
Python version 2.7 (Rossum, 1995) and plotted results in Mathematica v 11 (Wolfram
Research Inc., 2017).
We also numerically calculated symbiont infection dynamics for fixed transmission
probabilities using Mathematica v 11.2. In this case, we assumed continuous time
and calculated the expected fraction of infected hosts in each state. We did not allow
recurrent infection in the numerical analysis, as the infection cannot be lost by chance
in this case.
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Symbiont containment
We simulated infection dynamics at fixed transmission probabilities to determine the
effects of transmission on containment. When the symbiont affects host lifespan and
patches experience environments that are completely synchronized, containment is
highest in a band of transmission probabilities where the sum of the horizontal and
vertical transmission probabilities is approximately equal (Figure 4.2). At intermedi-
ate transmission probabilities, the band curves up somewhat, toward slightly higher
total transmission giving the highest containment. Interestingly, the band of high
containment does not include 100% horizontal or vertical transmission, both of which
lead to very low containment. At lower levels of synchronicity, the pattern is similar
when the dispersal rate is low. As the dispersal rate increases, containment decreases
at high vertical transmission probabilities. Containment is then highest when verti-
cal transmission is low, but not absent, and the horizontal transmission probability
is high, but still less than 1. These results are counter to the case with purely spa-
tial heterogeneity, where complete vertical or horizontal transmission by itself can
generate containment.
When the symbiont affects fecundity, containment decreases at high horizontal
transmission probabilities (Figure 4.3). Containment is generally highest at high ver-
tical transmission probabilities and low or moderately low horizontal transmission
probabilities. However, 100% vertical transmission generally leads to low contain-
ment, as does 0% horizontal transmission. When the patches are synchronized, the
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maximum containment is similar to when the symbiont affects lifespan. On the other
hand, when patches are asynchronous, containment decreases for all transmission
probabilities with increasing dispersal. At complete asynchronicity and a dispersal
rate of 0.5 (parent and offspring environments are completely uncorrelated), contain-
ment is essentially 0 for all transmission probabilities.
4.4.2 Transmission mode evolution
The vertical and horizontal transmission rates evolve toward values that result in high
containment (Figure 4.4). When the symbiont affects host lifespan and both patches
are synchronized in time, transmission mode evolves to be somewhere in the band of
approximately equal horizontal and vertical transmission that leads to high contain-
ment. This creates the appearane of a trade-off between the two transmission modes,
even though both transmission probabilities could evolve completely unconstrained
by each other. Within this band of high containment, the transmission probabilities
appear to evolve neutrally. Asynchronicity does not break this apparent neutrality
under low dispersal, when the dynamics resembles the synchronous case. However,
with high dispersal rates and asynchronous environments, hosts evolve high horizontal
and low vertical transmission.
When the symbiont affects host fecundity and patches are synchronized, hosts
evolve high vertical transmission and low levels of horizontal transmission. The same
is true when patches are asynchronous and the dispersal rate is low. As the disper-
sal rate increases in asynchronous environments and neither vertical nor horizontal
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Figure 4.2: Average symbiont containment with fixed transmission probabilities when
the symbiont affects host lifespan. Simulations were run for a grid of fixed transmis-
sion probabilities spaced 0.1 apart. Time scale of environmental change: 160 gen-
erations (32,000 time steps). Simulations run for 6 cycles of environmental change
(192,000 time steps), with the fraction of infected hosts at 1000 evenly spaced time
points in the last cycle (32000 time steps) used to find the average infection in each
environmental state. Containment was determined by subtracting these average in-
fection levels. Containment was then averaged across 5 replicate simulations.
transmission can contain the symbiont, more horizontal transmission appears possi-
ble, likely because transmission appears to be evolving neutrally.
4.4.3 Effect of time scale of environmental change
The time scale over which environmental change occurs also affects both symbiont
containment and transmission evolution. In particular, the results highlighted above
only occur at intermediate time scales. At very short of time scales of 800 (each
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Figure 4.3: Average symbiont containment with fixed transmission probabilities when
symbiont affects host fecundity. All other parameters the same as Figure 4.2. In
some cases where containment was generally low, spontaneous infection occasionally
produced negative containment; shown here as zero containment (see Appendix 4.6.5
for further discussion).
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Figure 4.4: Average transmission probabilities after evolution. Each point shows
the average horizontal and vertical transmission probabilities for a single simulation
after 105 generations (2 · 107 time steps) of transmission evolution. Time scale of
environmental change = 160 generations (32,000 time steps). Simulations were started
from a grid of transmission probabilities spaced 0.5 apart. 3 replicate simulations were
run from each starting point.
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patch remains in its state for 2 generations) and 80 (each patch remains in its state
for 0.2 generations), transmission probabilities evolve neutrally, while at very long
time scales of 8 · 106 time steps, transmission evolution resembles the case where
there is purely spatial variation in symbiont quality.
4.5 Discussion
Conditionally beneficial symbionts in temporally varying environments present a chal-
lenge for their hosts, which would benefit from acquiring the symbiont only when and
where it is beneficial. Our results show that hosts have a range of options for achiev-
ing such containment of symbionts. Generally, the evolutionary outcomes for each
transmission mode depend on the aspect of fitness the symbiont affected (for hori-
zontal transmission) and the synchronicity of environmental states across space (for
vertical transmission). When the symbiont conditionally affected host lifespan but
not fecundity, hosts are able to evolve horizontal transmission and contain symbionts
to environments where they were beneficial. When the symbiont affected host fecun-
dity, hosts with the “wrong” infection status tend to remain in the population, as they
are no more likely to die than hosts with the beneficial infection status. Under this
scenario, horizontal transmission causes newborns to acquire this harmful infection
status from their neighbors, and thus is selected again.
In contrast, we find that vertical transmission evolution can always evolve at low
newborn dispersal rates. At high dispersal rates, correlation between parent and off-
spring location is reduced, and vertical transmission does not evolve in asynchronous
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environments. Synchronicity in environmental state across space “rescues” vertical
transmission by creating a correlation in environmental conditions regardless of loca-
tion. When the symbiont affects host lifespan, in many cases, hosts can use either
horizontal or vertical transmission to achieve symbiont containment. In these cases,
containment can also be achieved with a range of mixtures of the two transmission
modes.
Strikingly, the range of mixtures between horizontal and vertical transmission
embody an apparent trade-off between the two transmission modes even though we
do not impose any direct costs or enforce any correlation between the two transmission
modes.
This trade-off arises in our model purely due to the eco-evolutionary feedback
with infection dynamics that results from each combination of transmission proba-
bilities. Specifically, increasing both transmission modes together beyond a certain
level precludes hosts from losing the symbiont when it becomes harmful. Thus, adap-
tive evolution tends to lower one transmission probability if the other one increases.
This emergent tradeoff due to eco-evolutionary feedbacks has potential implications
for local adaptation and differentiation of populations. It suggests that populations
that independently evolve under similar environmental conditions and with the exact
same symbiont may still experience reproductive isolation if they converge on differ-
ent points on the band of adaptive transmission probabilities. In that case, hybrid
lineages between the populations could end up with transmission probabilities outside
the adaptive band and thus with lower fitness than their parent lineages, leading to
reproductive isolation.
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Another potential outcome for hosts in the long term is that physiological or
developmental mechanisms that canalize the trade-off between horizontal and vertical
transmission might be selected for to increase hosts’ chances of remaining along the
trade-off line in the face of mutations in transmission (Rice, 2008). Many symbioses
do exhibit some physiological constraints on transmission, and it would be interesting
if, in some cases, this were a consequence of evolutionary trade-offs, rather than a
cause of them.
Our results stand in interesting contrast to the pure spatial heterogeneity case
we analyzed before (Brown and Akc¸ay, 2019). With temporal heterogeneity, we find
that purely vertical or purely horizontal transmission mode does not lead to high con-
tainment, whereas in the pure spatial heterogeneity case only pure horizontal or pure
vertical transmission could achieve maximum containment (Brown and Akc¸ay, 2019).
This is in part because under temporal heterogeneity, hosts are periodically selected
to quickly lose the symbiont, which cannot happen if either transmission probability
is very close to one. Conversely, having both types of transmission but at less than
maximum probability, on the other hand, allows the symbiont to spread between
lineages (horizontal transmission) and locations (vertical transmission) when it be-
comes beneficial. Temporal variability therefore increases the benefits of mixed-mode
transmission for hosts and even produce an emergent trade-off between horizontal
and vertical transmission.
Our results apply to the case where temporal variation happens on intermediate
time scales. If the environment changes much more quickly than the ecological dynam-
ics of infection, neither parents’ nor neighbors’ infection status can predict whether
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the symbiont is beneficial. In this case, transmission evolves neutrally. When the
environment changes more slowly than host evolution, hosts can evolve as if the sym-
biont’s effects purely varied in space. Our results only apply when the environment
changes more slowly than ecological dynamics but more quickly than evolutionary
ones.
There are several examples of symbioses that likely fall within this regime. The
fungus Epichloe¨ amarillans increases the fecundity of its hosts, the grass Agrostis hye-
malis under dry conditions, while decreasing host biomass, which may affect lifespan
or future fecundity, in the presence of soil microbes (Davitt et al., 2011). The fungus
is both vertically and horizontally transmitted in this host, though transmission in
the studied population is predominantly vertical (Davitt et al., 2011). As the authors
find no environmental effects on transmission, they suggest that the differences in en-
dophyte prevalence in natural populations may be due to the environmental context.
As water availability likely varies asynchronously (as both wet and dry locations exist
simultaneously), our model would suggest symbiont containment if host dispersal is
low. The fact that high, but not complete, vertical transmission evolves in response
to effects on fecundity also matches with the predictions of our model.
Secondly, aphids experience a conditional mutualism with their bacterial symbiont
Arsenophonus. Arsenophonus improves aphid ability to eat locust at the expense of
other plants, in particular increase aphid population growth on locust while decreas-
ing it on alfalfa, suggesting that the bacterium at least conditionally affects fecundity
(Wagner et al., 2015). The symbiont is also vertically transmitted, although there
may be a possibility of occasionally moving into a new matriline if its hosts sexually
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reproduces. The exact location of locust trees probably changes over timescales inter-
mediate between ecological and evolutionary dynamics. There is evidence of symbiont
containment to aphid populations found on locust plants. With vertical transmission
and fecundity effects, we should expect symbiont containment if dispersal is low or
environmental synchronicity is high. While the exact spatial distribution of locust
trees probably varies in different environments, parent-offspring correlation may be
high if aphids selectively disperse to host plants of the same species as their natal
plant. As some aphids were specialized on their alfalfa food source in the absence of
infection, there is some evidence for prolonged association of a lineage with a specific
type of host plant.
Another context-dependent interaction with aphids is that with their bacterial
symbiont Hamiltonella defensa, which protects them from parasitoid wasps but in-
creases their predation by ladybugs (Polin et al., 2014). This conditionally affects
aphid lifespan. As the presence of predators and parasitoids should vary in time, this
also appears to be a conditional mutualism whose effect vary over time. Surprisingly,
vertical transmission of this symbiont was found to be perfect (Polin et al., 2014),
which does not match our predictions that neither type of transmission should be
complete. In this symbiosis, we would predict some level of mixed-mode or hori-
zontal transmission, depending on the correlation between the predators/parasitoids
around parents and offspring, with horizontal transmission becoming more likely as
the correlation decreases.
Our model makes predictions for the outcome of context-dependent symbioses in
environments that vary in both space and time, but there are still questions that re-
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main. In particular, it is not clear how symbionts will evolve in a context-dependent
symbiosis when the environment varies over time. Understanding symbiont evolution
in such symbioses and in response to selection for transmission trade-offs in hosts
may give more insight into the host-symbiont coevolution and the eventual fate of
these symbioses. Furthermore, some hosts, such as aphids, have been found to en-
gage in multiple context-dependent interactions, and many other context-dependent
interactions have effects that changed based on the presence of a third symbiont.
Understanding how multiple symbionts affect host evolution, and how host response
to infection feeds back on symbiont dynamics, will help us understand the effects of
context-dependence on larger ecological dynamics.
Our results also suggest that understanding the temporal synchronicity of environ-
mental conditions across space is needed to predict transmission evolution. Measuring
this in natural populations of hosts in context-dependent interactions could allow for
predictions of transmission evolution in these symbioses. Along with that, as natural
environments likely change stochastically over time, extending the model to different
types of environmental change over time will be helpful for making accurate predic-
tions for existing symbioses.
Our model predicts that temporal environmental variation can strongly affect
transmission evolution in context-dependent symbioses. In particular, synchronicity
in environmental conditions across space can rescue vertical transmission as a method
of symbiont containment, when symbiont effects on fecundity make horizontal trans-
mission impossible. Our model also suggests an emergent trade-off between horizontal
and vertical transmission, suggesting that physiological constraints on transmission
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are not necessary for a trade-off between transmission modes to evolve. Furthermore,
our model also suggests that mixed-mode and imperfect transmission could benefit
hosts, by allowing them to respond to environmental changes.
4.6 Chapter appendix
4.6.1 Symbiont affects lifespan via newborn establishment
Symbiont affects host newborn establishment
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Figure 4.5: Average symbiont containment when the symbiont affects host lifespan
via newborn host establishment. Other parameters the same as in Figure 4.3. Con-
tainment is similar to the case where the symbiont affects lifespan via adult host
mortality.
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Average transmission probabilities
Symbiont affects newborn host establishment
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Figure 4.6: Average transmission probabilities after evolution when the symbiont
affects lifespan via via newborn host establishment. Each point shows the average
horizontal and vertical transmission probabilities for a single simulation after 105
generations (2 ·107 time steps) of transmission evolution. Time scale of environmental
change = 160 generations (32,000 time steps). Simulations were started from a grid
of transmission probabilities spaced 0.5 apart. 3 replicate simulations were run from
each starting point. Average transmission is similar to the case where the symbiont
affects lifespan via adult host mortality.
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4.6.2 Patches spend unequal amounts of time in M and P
states
Average transmission probabilities
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Symbiont affects host's... ● Lifespan ■ Fecundity
Figure 4.7: State M is more common than State P. Transmission evolution is similar
to the case where patches spend the same amount of time in each state. Plots show
average transmission probabilities after 80,000 generations of evolution (1.6 ·107 time
steps). Patches are in State M 62.5% of the time and State P 37.5% of the time.
Other parameters the same as Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.8: State P is more common than State M. Transmission evolution is similar
to the case where patches spend the same amount of time in each state. Plots show
average transmission probabilities after 80,000 generations of evolution (1.6 ·107 time
steps). Patches are in State M 37.5% of the time and State P 62.5% of the time.
Other parameters the same as in Figure 4.4..
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4.6.3 Time scale of environmental change is very short
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Figure 4.9: Time scale of environmental change is very short (4 generations, 800 time
steps). Transmission evolution appears largely neutral. This is probably because
the environment changes so quickly the costs and benefits of infection average out
over short time scales, making infection status (and thus transmission) behave like a
neutral trait. Plots show average transmission probabilities after 8000 generations of
evolution (1.6 · 106 time steps). Other parameters the same as in Figure 4.4.
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4.6.4 Time scale of environmental change is very long
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Figure 4.10: Time scale of environmental change is very long (40000 generations, 8·106
time steps). Plots show average transmission probabilities after 80000 generations of
evolution (1.6 · 107 time steps). Other parameters the same as in Figure 4.4.
4.6.5 Negative containment
We sometimes observed negative containment when estimating ecological dynamics
in a monomorphic population. In these simulations, on average there were more hosts
infected in State P than State M. This is likely the result of spontaneous infection not
being eliminated from the population and in some cases even spreading for some time
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via horizontal or vertical transmission. This occurred when only when the symbiont
affected fecundity, which makes sense, because under these conditions spontaneously
infected individuals have no barriers to survival. When we found negative contain-
ment, it was nearly always at low transmission probabilities, where it is not expected
that hosts would be able to maintain the infection regardless of environmental state.
Since State M and State P should have the same level of infection (none) prior to
spontaneous infection in this case, a few more spontaneous infections occurring in
State P could make the average containment negative.
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